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With growing popularities of intelligent in-vehicle technologies, monitoring of driver cog-

nitive load is becoming more important for both safety and comfort concerns. This task

is recognized to be challenging due to limited prior knowledge. This thesis explores the

feasibility of classifying driver cognitive load levels based on visual attention features.

First, we contribute a dataset collected from 37 experienced drivers. The collection

process is designed to elicit three levels of cognitive load effectively. The resulting dataset

consists a total of eight measurements, gathered from visual, vehicular, physiological

sensors and self-evaluations.

Next, we focus on the eye-tracking modality and propose four features for capturing

variations in visual attention intensity and direction. Five machine learning algorithms

are applied to the extracted features for subject-independent classification. Issues arose

from the machine learning workflow, such as evaluation bias, are examined. The most

promising algorithm (Random Forest) achieves 70.3% accuracy on classifying between

high and low cognitive load.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Driver error is a leading cause of traffic accidents. Besides biological conditions like fatigue

or drunkenness, danger can also arise if drivers were overloaded by various demands,

such as talking with passengers, driving on an unfamiliar route, or dealing with chaotic

circumstances (e.g. weather, traffic). In the past decade, sources of cognitive distraction

in the driver cabin have been increasing dramatically by the rapid development of In-

Vehicle Intelligent Systems (IVIS). These devices often incorporate functions such as auto

speech recognition systems to help reduce the necessary visual or manual interactions;

however, these would not alleviate the problem of cognitive overload. Researches and

large-scale naturalistic driving studies have found that using hands-free systems still

leads to degradation of driving performance [1]. These findings suggest that even with

the driver’s eyes on the road and hands on the wheel, attention directed towards the

driving task could still be insufficient and cause problems.

The above suggested the necessity for assessing driver cognitive load in conventional

vehicles, where the human still handle all the driving operations. However, this situation

will likely be changed in the near-future as autonomous vehicles are developing rapidly.

As the level of automation increases in smart vehicles, they require less human inter-

vention in the operation aspects (e.g. braking or accelerating), which would open more

opportunities for drivers to use IVIS. However, there might still exist difficult situations

that require intervention from the human driver. Therefore, it is necessary to moni-

tor driver’s cognitive load in autonomous vehicles. This function not only helps avoid

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

accidents but also enhances the driving experience.

This study focuses on the challenging problem of estimating driver’s cognitive load

when there are no changes in visual or manual demands. This target corresponds to the

case that drivers appear to be driving normally, but their minds were heavily occupied

by other cognitive activities (such as processing incoming information, or daydreaming).

Under this situation, drivers’ awareness of the overall driving circumstances might de-

grade to the extent that harms their ability to make decisions critical to the driving task.

To recreate this problem, experienced drivers are recruited to drive with different levels

of cognitive load on a driving simulator, while comprehensive measurements from visual,

physiological and vehicular sensors are collected. With these data, we explores the fea-

sibility of estimating driver cognitive load with visual features capturing the subject’s

visual attention variations.

1.1 Background

In this section, two questions are addressed with related background information: 1)

what is the target condition our system is trying to detect, and 2) why the video-based

approach is chosen. For each part, a more general circumstance will be described first;

then, it will be narrowed down to specifically define the problem space for this study.

1.1.1 Definition of Driver Cognitive Load

As both driving task and human mind are very complicated, there also exist various

concepts for describing driver’s internal cognitive states (e.g. distraction, inattention

and arousal). In order to narrow and specify the “cognitive load” problem focused in

this thesis, we address the differences and relationships between these concepts.

First, we start with the more prominent and frequently discussed driving problems,

distraction and inattention. Their definitions could be unspecific and/or inconsistent

across studies. Regan et al. reviewed and standardize these two definitions in order

to provide a common ground for future dataset labeling and research discussions [2].

According to their definition, driver inattention is “insufficient, or no attention, to
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activities critical for safe driving”. Under this broad concept, sub-categories are identified

based on the different causes of the inattention (e.g. sleepiness). Note that one of the sub-

categories, i.e. “Driver Diverted Attention”, accounts for the case in where inattention is

caused by secondary non-driving task, which is synonymous to cognitive distraction

in some other literatures.

On the other hand, mental arousal was also widely discussed as it was theorized to

influence task performance. According to the famous Yerkes-Dodson law [3] illustrated

in Figure 1.1, the left end of the curve corresponds to the danger of driving under low

arousal situations (such as fatigue or low-vigilance); on the other side, when workload is

too high and causes anxiety or stress, driving performance also degrades. When adopting

the concept of arousal in driver monitoring studies, it was linked with mental workload

[4].

Figure 1.1: The Yerkes–Dodson law models an empirical relationship of task performance
vs. mental arousal.

Finally, by definition, cognitive load refers to “the total amount of mental effort

being used in the working memory” [5]. In field of driver monitoring, it is loosely used

to describe the workload allocated for perceiving, processing and organizing informa-

tion. When the driver is cognitively overloaded by secondary tasks (or other non-driving

conditions), it could be problematic since it deprives resources allocated for maintaining

driving safety (e.g. situational awareness and operational competence). On the other

hand, immense cognitive load could also result in high arousal, and cause problems such

as agitation or stress. Therefore, high cognitive load could lead to distraction and/or
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high arousal.

Above paragraphs introduced three different aspects to describe driver’s cognitive

states. To compare and understand their correlations, Table 1.1 enumerates some ex-

ample driving situations where each of the individual factor is active or not. Note that

when there is no added cognitive load, there are still cases that the driver could become

inattentive or agitated. On the other hand, even under the presence of an additional task

load, there are still cases drivers may be competent and attentive to driving.

Table 1.1: Driving Cognitive States with Example Situations

High
Cognitive

Load
Distraction

High
Arousal

Possible Driver Situation

0 0 0 Calm, comfortable driving.

0 0 1 Nervous due to bad weather (e.g. snow storm).

0 1 0 Operating air conditioning controls.

0 1 1 Crying baby in the backseats.

1 0 0 Daydreaming, or listening to radio.

1 0 1 Following GPS on unfamiliar routes stressfully.

1 1 0 Attempting to interact with a voice-command system.

1 1 1 Frustrated by an important phone conversation.

This study is targeting estimation of driver cognitive load, corresponding to the first

column of Table 1.1. Depending on the difficulties of secondary tasks and driver’s own

capability, this might lead to either inattentive driving or mental stress, or even both

of them; but these two conditions could also occur without added load, which would

not be discussed in our research (the top half of Table 1.1). On the other hand, there

is also advantage in ensuring data validity of the target driving problem was cognitive

load. This is because the objectively controlled task conditions are more directly linked

to cognitive load, but would need another layer of assumption to infer that cognitive

distraction or anxiety were induced. A downside of focusing on cognitive load is that the

driver might be still fully competent of driving with the added load; to address this, the

data collection could be designed to carefully controlling other external conditions (e.g.
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task difficulty) to induce the more threatening conditions.

1.1.2 Video-based Approach for Driver Monitoring

There exist many different approaches to analyze or estimate a variety of driving prob-

lems. Generally speaking, driver monitoring approaches could be categorized into the

following four types [6, 7]:

• Video-based measures: observing voluntary or involuntary behavioral changes

induced by different driver conditions.

– Examples: blink, gaze direction, facial expressions, and body gestures.

– Pros: fast, sensitive (comparing to vehicle-based measures) while also non-

intrusive.

– Cons: more complicated to acquire the input features from raw visual inputs,

which also incures more computational expense.

• Vehicle-based measures: suboptimal driving states could result in degraded

driving performance that could be captured by sensors on vehicle’s CAN-bus.

– Examples: lane deviation and speed control, steering wheel angle, operational

mistakes, brake response time.

– Pros: convenient to acquire, high user acceptance, mature and applied in

commercial products [8].

– Cons: for real-time applications, this type of measurement may not be sensi-

tive enough since driver problems often do not manifest in degraded driving

performance immediately.

• Physiological measures: directly obtain biological signals to observe driver’s

internal conditions.

– Examples: Electrocardiogram (ECG), Electroencephalogram (EEG), skin con-

ductance level, blood pressure, respiration rate.
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– Pros: high sensitivity and fast responses.

– Cons: not practical as the biological sensors often needs to be attached on

driver’s body (i.e. relies on intrusive sensors), and signal might not be very

robust when outside of laboratory [9].

• Subjective measures: evaluating driving states based on human evaluators ob-

servation or participants’ self-reports.

– Examples: NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX), Karolinska Sleepiness Scale

(KSS)

– Pros: direct, intuitive and gives insight of what was happening internal of the

driver.

– Cons: subjective and often not continuously measurable (if it was self-reports)

or very labor-intensive (if it was expert-ratings).

For a practical real-time driver monitoring system, it is inconvenient and unrealistic to

rely on subjective measures or apply intrusive physiological sensors on drivers. Therefore,

we narrow down to external observations of driver’s behaviors. Amongst the non-contact

measures, vehicle-based measures alone might be insensitive to immediate changes of

driver conditions, thus video-based signals will be focused in this study. An ideal video-

based driver monitoring system should function similar to a co-pilot who continuously

supervises how the driver is performing [10]. While the information available in this

aspect is rich and useful, there are also more challenges associated with this approach.

As illustrated in Figure 1.2, a complete video-based driver monitoring pipeline is

commonly constructed from several modules. The pipeline starts with an Image Ac-

quisition system. For driver monitoring, use of hardware such as active lighting (e.g.

Near-Infrared LED and Camera) is a typical way to help alleviate the problem of light-

ing variation [11, 12] and obtain crisp, high-quality visuals. The acquired video is fed

into the next module for Detection and Tracking of features or landmarks. Then, another

High-Level Feature Extraction is often performed to The extracted signals will then be

used together for inference and classification, where fusion with information obtained
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Figure 1.2: General pipeline of a complete video-based driver monitoring system.

from other sources (such as vehicle-based measures) might happen as well.

1.2 Thesis Scope and Challenges

Although there have been significant developments in detecting various driving problems

[6, 13, 14], major gaps still exist for building a practical monitoring system targeting

driver cognitive load. This thesis aims to develop an estimation model of driver cognitive

load, which could be potentially employed by smart-vehicles to cope with driver cognitive

overload. Specifically speaking, this study targets the condition when the driver is cog-

nitively loaded, but not obviously driving carelessly (e.g. looking away from the road or

taking hands off the wheel). To ensure the usefulness and user acceptance, the evidences

for estimation must come from objective observations that could be acquired conve-

niently, such as remote cameras. Within this modality, a promising indicator emerged

from previous human-factor studies was driver visual attention variations.

To achieve the final goal of this study, the research process could be broken into two

main objectives. They are described in the ensuing subsections, with explanations of

challenges associated with them.
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1.2.1 Data Collection

The first objective is to gather data that can effectively represent drivers’ responses

under higher cognitive load. The main obstacle with this task is that the target problem

(cognitive load) could not be easily determined objectively. Thus, modeling of this state

via secondary tasks needs to be implemented. However, participants are highly likely

to be influenced by other factors as well, such as the external driving environment or

their own capability in information processing and multi-tasking. This posed additional

difficulties on experimental design and execution. Previous studies could overlook some

of these factors, and their datasets are seldom publicly available or suitable for the current

study. Therefore, as our first task of conducting research in this area, we collect a solid

dataset that not only facilitates the current study, but also potentially enables future

studies beyond this thesis. The data collection experiment needs to be designed with

many considerations in order to make the effects of experimental conditions (driving and

cognitive tasks) consistent across participants. Collection of a comprehensive dataset

also requires great commitment in terms of time and energy. The resulted dataset will

be available for other researchers interested in studying driver cognitive load.

The research hypothesis for this phase is that with the proposed experimental design,

participants’ cognitive load is effectively altered in the collected dataset.

1.2.2 Driver Cognitive Load Estimation

The next objective is to explore whether using visual attention information to classify

driver cognitive load would be feasible or not. The fundamental difficulty with develop-

ing a driver monitoring system targeting cognitive load is the lack of apparent, external

observations that can be relied on for predicting the internal cognitive state changes (like

drooping eyelids for fatigue, or deviated gaze direction for visual distractions). Several

studies observed that drivers reduced their visual attention as their mind become heav-

ily occupied, but their observations were obtained over a long period of time (e.g. one

minute). Based on this prior knowledge, we propose features to describe visual atten-

tion characteristics such as frequent blinking or reduced peripheral/instrumental checks.
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These features would be potentially feasible to capture with cameras, though they are

extracted from eye-tracker outputs in this study.

We explore machine learning algorithms for building subject-independent estimation

models based on these features. This approach were found to be advantageous because

machine learning could automatically extract the discriminative power from input in-

stances. We evaluate how well the proposed combination of features and modeling algo-

rithms perform, and discuss issues associated with this process. The research hypothesis

for this phase is that visual attention patterns are indeed promising indicators for esti-

mating cognitive load levels.

1.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we motivated for monitoring driver’s cognitive workload. Various driv-

ing problems were listed and compared to specifically define the estimation target. Ad-

vantages and challenges for using a video-based monitoring approach and the potential

features (visual attention information) were also provided. Then, the objectives and

research questions were identified. The first stage of this research targets collection of

representative data samples of high driver cognitive load. Then, the ensuing analysis

performed based on this dataset aims to find promising features and modeling methods,

which are the crucial components of a practical monitoring system.

1.3.1 Thesis Organization

This study focuses on classifying driver’s cognitive load based on visual attention infor-

mation. In this chapter, the background and research scope are identified. Chapter 2

is devoted to reviewing studies related to monitoring driver cognitive load with visual

features. Chapter 3 describes the design and collection process of a dataset that effec-

tively captures drivers’ responses from incremental cognitive load. Chapter 4 focuses on

developing an estimation model based on eye-tracking data from the dataset. It explains

rationales for the methodologies, details of the implementation, and implications of the

obtained results. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes contributions of this thesis, and provides
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suggestions for future research.



Chapter 2

Related Work

Over the last decade, there have been some initial development towards detection of

driver cognitive states based on non-intrusive signals (acquired passively from sensors

like remote cameras or vehicle CAN-bus). Recently, subject-independent systems with

real-time capability has been introduced, and promising detection accuracy was reported.

The success of these systems could be attributed to two related areas: 1) findings of

measurements sensitive to added cognitive loads during driving, and 2) the recent ad-

vancements in computer vision technologies and machine learning (ML) algorithms.

This chapter reviews the most relevant studies that contributed to the development

of driver’s cognitive load monitoring system. The scope is constrained to focus on stud-

ies under driving scenarios, because the added complexities from multitasking between

driving and handling cognitive task differentiate this condition from other simpler setups

(e.g. solely performing a designated task). On the other hand, although we focus on

video-based signals as it is the interest of this research, the methodological and theo-

retical progressions might also apply to other researches that explore machine learning

approaches to build estimation models for real-time applications. This chapter consists of

three parts: 1) Section 2.1 introduces important statistical findings connecting increased

driver cognitive load with variations of eye-related measures, 2) Section 2.2 reviews state-

of-the-arts in video-based driver cognitive load estimation systems, and 3) Section 2.3

briefly visits recent advancements in hardware, computer vision and machine learning

algorithms, which could have already been applied to the systems, or to be explored in

11
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the future.

2.1 Sensitive Measurements of Driver Cognitive Load

A key challenge of the current research is identifying the changes of an internal state,

i.e. driver cognitive load, using only external, objective measurements. Therefore, before

reviewing state-of-the-arts solutions that can detect cognitive load based on observations,

we first introduce prior findings that link cognitive load to certain measurements charac-

terizing driver behaviors, especially the ones extracted from visual signals[15, 16, 17, 18].

From these studies, significant impact of cognitive load on driver’s visual attention was

consistently observed.

A popular concept in this area is that when the cognitive load increases, driver’s

visual attention would become narrowed (i.e. spend more time staring centrally ahead).

This is often referred as gaze concentration or visual tunneling. This phenomenon was

observed in a study that analyzed data from 119 subjects collected under naturalistic or

simulated driving [15]. They found the auditory cognitive task had a statistical signifi-

cant effect on two measures of gaze concentration: it mildly increased the Percentage of

Road Center (PRC) and evidently reduced the standard deviation of the combined gaze

direction (which is calculated using the Pythagorean theorem). Another naturalistic on-

road experiment characterized the concentration of visual attention as reduced glances to

non-road-center areas, which includes peripheral regions, odometers and mirrors [16]. As

this finding suggested degraded safety awareness, it also revealed that hands-free systems

might not reduce the harm of distraction. Further evidence of narrowed visual attention

field was provided by a series of on-road experiments [17, 18]. The most pronounced

measurement discovered here was the standard deviation of horizontal gaze dispersion.

Since the above mentioned studies applied slightly different methods for measuring gaze

concentration, a more recent analysis compared these methods based on a single set of

data [19]. They suggested that 1) SD of horizontal gaze is more sensitive than the SD of

combined gaze direction, and 2) a larger road center criteria (12◦ or 16◦ ) for calculating

PRC would lead to better sensitivity. Overall, although the specific measurement might
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differ, gaze concentration was consistently found under increased cognitive load.

Another perspective of interpreting the impact of cognitive load on visual attention

is that they compete for resources: when one of them is under higher demand, the

other one would be suppressed. Blinks have been a popular index in psychophysiology

studies as a measure for high cognitive load, information processing and initial stimuli

perception [20]. In the driving domain, increased blinks was also found to be a sensitive

measurement to high cognitive load [21]. However, blink measurements might not be very

reliable for assessing drivers as the heavy visual demands associated with driving could

inhibit blinks, and thus mixed results were found [22]. On the other hand, impairment

of visual attention due to increased cognitive load was also linked with elongated gaze

fixation [23], which could be interpreted as requiring longer time for understanding the

visual inputs. But gaze fixation length is highly overlapping with gaze dispersion (e.g.

SD of gaze position), and the latter is more commonly exploited. To summarize, it

is intuitively reasonable to expect a decrease of visual attention intensity with added

cognitive load; however, measurement of visual attention intensity could be sensitive to

various uninterested factors as well.

2.1.1 Relationship to Cognitive Load Estimation

Although conclusions in this field served as the foundation for many proposed detection

systems (as will be reviewed next in Section 2.2), they are completely different types of

studies which could be easily confused. As illustrated by Figure 2.1, the fundamental

difference is when trying to build a model relating the underlying condition and some

observations, which side of the graph is considered as independent (known) or depen-

dent (unknown). Studies in this section consider the cognitive load as the independent

variable, and models are built to understand if certain measures would be impacted by

changes of the independent variable or not. On the contrary, in a practical detection

system, the input to the model would be observations (e.g. visual attention features),

and the target output would be predictions of the unknown underlying condition; the

model would be evaluated by the correctness of its predictions. In another word, the dif-

ference between these two analysis is whether the model is constructed for understanding
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Figure 2.1: The difference between analyzing the impact of cognitive load on visual
attention (Section 2.1), and using visual attention as features to predict cognitive load
(Section 2.2).

or estimation/prediction.

There are a few circumstances about the statistical analysis presented above that

might be beneficial to consider when trying to use their findings. First, the measures in

these studies were extracted from longer time periods (the length of a trail or session),

thus it could not be directly applied for driver monitoring systems that desire prompt

feedbacks. Secondly, statistical models are built to test certain hypothesis (e.g. whether

the difference between the measurements obtained under high or normal cognitive load

are statistically significant or not), which results in models aimed for understanding

rather than estimation. There are also limited freedom in terms of model construction

techniques. Finally, these analysis could only investigate one measure at a time, and thus

could not take advantage of all available signal modalities.
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2.2 Detection of High Cognitive Load

As the knowledge of how visual attention changes due to high cognitive load accumulated,

several studies proposed prediction models and reported promising results (81.1% test

accuracy [24]). The most typical machine learning framework to this problem is depicted

in Figure 2.2. Under this framework, inputs to the classification model are usually some

summarization or characterization features extracted from a sliding window over the raw

signals. Then, the classification model is trained using supervised learning algorithms.

When applying this system for real-time evaluation, the same methods are applied to

extract features from raw signals, and the pre-trained model predicts the driver states

based on the these feature values.

Previous development of driver cognitive load detection systems often focused on two

key questions: 1) which features to use, and 2) how to build the prediction model. Both

of these would contribute to the overall system performance jointly, but in most cases

they were treated and discussed separately. Thus, these two aspects are also reviewed in

separate subsections bellow. In addition to these theoretical developments, practical but

also crucial procedures (such as data collection and model evaluation) are also discussed.

2.2.1 Problem Definitions and Data Collection Methods

Development towards a driver cognitive state monitoring system could consist of a variety

of focuses (as listed in Table 2.1). In terms of the detection target, although the current

study is interested in high cognitive load, we also include studies focusing on cognitive

distraction. As clarified in Subsection 1.1.1, these are two different concepts to describe

driver’s cognitive states. However, in this literature review, cognitive distraction will

be considered as a case of high cognitive load. The reason for this was rooted in the

data collection methodologies common to both kinds of studies: the targeted states were

always elicited by adding secondary tasks onto driving scenarios.

To emphasis variations in cognitive states, it is common to employ some kind of

auditory task such that other non-cognitive demands (e.g. visual or manual) would not

be varied by the task itself. The task could be more realistic ones, such as conversations
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Figure 2.2: A typical machine learning framework for assessing driver’s cognitive states.
This approach involves training a prediction model using labeled data first, and then
apply it for real-time detection.

[25, 26] or listening to an auditory stock ticker to capture the trend of target stocks [24].

On the other hand, for better control and simplicity, it is also beneficial to use surrogate

(meaning artificial replacement) tasks, for example the n-back task [27], target sound

counting task [28] or arithmetic task [26]. All of these tasks involved stimuli perception,

short-term memory maintenance and information processing. Therefore, it is safe to

assume that engaging in these tasks increases the subject’s cognitive load. However, the

same might not be claimed for cognitive distraction, since none of the task conditions

explicitly divert attention from the primary driving task: the participant might still be

able to drive with adequate attention while multitasking to handle the added cognitive

tasks. For this reason, even for studies targeting cognitive distractions, considering the

classification targets as high cognitive load should hold equivalent (if not more) validity.

This led to another key problem of data collection in these studies, which is obtaining

the ground-truth labels. Accurate and unbiased labeling is an important prerequisite for

applying supervised machine learning algorithms, which is the most common approach for

constructing an estimation model in this field. Unlike many other problems, the ground-
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Table 2.1: Overview of Studies Towards Assessing Driver’s Cognitive States

Research Focus Features
Modeling
Method

Findings

Automatic information
extraction with machine
learning methods for
driver workload estima-
tion [31].

Gaze fixation
duration, pupil
diameter, lane
position devia-
tion

Decision tree
with boosting

Best average correct detection rate
of 81% when using all features and
longest time window (30 sec). Eye-
based features were more predictive
than driving-based, and pupil diam-
eter features (SD) were the most im-
portant eye feature.

Real-time driver cogni-
tive distraction detec-
tion based on eye move-
ment patterns [24].

Eye movement
patterns, driv-
ing measures.

Logistic re-
gression,
support vec-
tor machine
(SVM)s.

Across all models and participants,
average detection accuracy is 81.1%
(best 96.08% when using 40-sec win-
dow with 95% overlap). All input
features contributed to the classifi-
cation.

Comparison of model-
ing methodologies and
parameters [24, 32].

Same as above.

Logistic re-
gression,
SVM, SBN
and DBN.

DBN was found to be the best
method as it achieved best sen-
sitivity and accuracy, while SVM
also achieved comparable accuracy.
Summarizing time window may not
have significant effect on the model
performance.

Predicting cognitive
distraction levels with
high granularity [25].

Facial Ac-
tion Unit
(AU)s, audi-
tory responses,
vehicle mea-
sures.

Linear regres-
sion with regu-
larization.

Average correlation score for cogni-
tive distraction is 0.645, around 20
out of 348 features were selected.
List of most frequently selected fea-
tures.

Classifying between
high or low cognitive
distraction [25].

Same as above.

kMeans, SVM,
Random Un-
der Sampling
Boosting and
more

List of most frequently selected fea-
tures (using forward feature selec-
tion analysis), showing some over-
lapping with the regression model.
Lip-tightener IQR was often se-
lected.

Using semi-supervised
learning techniques
to take advantage of
unlabeled data [28].

Head pose,
gaze and eye
measures (in-
cludes saccade,
blink, PERC-
LOS), driving
measures

Semi-
supervised
or supervised
version of
SVM and
ELM

Semi-supervised methods outper-
formed their supervised counter-
parts as unlabeled data can improve
the model performance.
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truth label of driver cognitive load could be vague, uncertain and unknown to researchers

or other evaluators. In general, there exited three bases of obtaining ground-truth labels:

• Task Conditions: The simplest and most common labeling method was catego-

rizing data from driving periods with or without secondary tasks into two distinct

classes. Notably, this was also the method adopted by the studies on finding sensi-

tive measures to driver cognitive load [15, 16, 17]. Variation of this method might

consider longer or peripheral periods (meaning before or after the task engagement)

rather than only strictly the periods of secondary task engagement. Different ways

to define the “distracted” period was discussed in [24]: the “DRIVE” definition (the

whole drive, including samples in between tasked engagements) was found to lead

to best model performance, and thus was applied in the subsequent study using the

same dataset [29] (though this logistic might introduce bias). Although altering the

external conditions was widely accepted as a way of modeling cognitive states in

research studies, it is generally agreed that the true cognitive state induced by the

same condition could vary between people and change over time in reality. This is

a major disadvantage of this labeling strategy.

• Self-evaluation: To address the above-mentioned problem of labeling based on

the objective task conditions, an alternative way of labeling ground truth with the

participants’ self-evaluation was applied in [30]. After obtaining subjects’ ratings at

the end of each driver, a further step was taken to transform the scalar values into

binary classes. However, because self-evaluation could only be collected at the end

of each trail and participants could rate the same difficulty/workload differently,

this information might still be inaccurate or biased.

• External-evaluation: The third way of labeling ground truth was based on evalu-

ations from external evaluators. This was used to obtain continuous-valued ratings

for visual and cognitive distractions in [25] (which was also transformed into bi-

nary classes later). In this study, each 10-second video segment was rated by three

external evaluators. The correlation of results from all participated evaluators (a

total of 30) were calculated to demonstrate the reliability and consistency of the
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ratings. This process needed a lot of time and energy, and thus limited the amount

of data that could be handled this way [25].

Finally, as part of a discussion on building dataset for studying a problem with (su-

pervised) machine learning and data mining techniques, it might be worth noting the

quantity and quality of the datasets. The raw data corpus were often obtained from 8

[26] to 34 [28] participants, with consistent or varying road conditions (e.g. highway,

rural or urban) and secondary task conditions. The focus periods would also be cropped

out from the raw recordings by different standards, depending on the specific definition

of the targeted state adopted by each study (as discussed in the previous paragraph).

All these factors differ across studies, resulting in various sizes and attributes in the final

dataset. In general, previous data collection campaigns usually resulted in around 80 to

500 minutes of raw recordings that could be further processed and analyzed.

From here, the number of samples for each class would be determined by the research

problem formulation as well as the employed feature extraction procedures. For example,

constructing subject-independent models could use all available data (e.g. 4800 seconds

in Li et al. [25]), while subject-dependent models could only take samples from the same

subject (around 500 seconds for each model Liu et al. [28]). On the other hand, the

feature extraction and outliers elimination process could also result in small number of

samples. In the above mentioned case, with the same sliding window length for feature

extraction (10 seconds), Li et al. uses non-overlapping window and extracted 480 in-

stances from 4800 seconds of recording [25]; on the other hand, Liu et al. applied 95%

overlapping, and thus obtained an average of 1053 instances from around 500 seconds of

recording [28]. It is generally agreed that more data is always beneficial for training ma-

chine learning models as well as obtaining better generalization evaluation of the model.

Thus, the number of instances that was extracted and used for machine learning should

be considered when understanding a study.

To summarize, this subsection reviewed the data collection process for developing

driver cognitive state monitoring systems, and justified the similarities of studies on high

cognitive load and cognitive distraction detection. Specifically speaking, the methodolo-

gies and resulted dataset of the different data collection processes were reviewed. As
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compared in Table 2.1, further discussions and comparisons on feature extraction or

modeling methodologies will be presented in the next two subsections.

2.2.2 Feature Extraction and Selection

In the initial research, it was recognized that there exists no established index that could

be used to assess internal cognitive load quickly [31] (similar to the “PERCLOS” index

[33] for evaluating fatigue problems). As changes in visual attention have been reliably

found with added cognitive load, these measures were frequently adopted as candidate

features for cognitive load detection systems. To date, the selection of the most effective

predictive features remains an open question. Table 2.2 provides an list of features that

have been employed for detecting driver’s cognitive load.

In general, selecting features to be exploited by the detection system could be classified

into two approaches [32]:

• The top-down approach focuses on a smaller set of hand-picked features, which were

selected based on prior knowledge of their sensitivities to higher cognitive loads.

• The bottom-up approach considers a large pool of features, and employ feature

selection methods to select the ones that are more informative.

Hand-picked Features and Comparison Analysis

In most studies, due to the nature and limitation of the ensuing classification algorithm,

a smaller number (e.g. 10) of features must be selected based on prior knowledge. The

candidate features were usually measurements that were found sensitive to added cogni-

tive load (as reviewed in Section 2.1); but instead of summarize over a whole trial, they

are now calculated over a much smaller window size such that the system could be more

practical and suitable for real-time applications. After picking the features, one common

method to evaluate the importance of an individual feature or a group of features was

examining the effect of adding/removing it from the classification inputs.

Eye movement patterns were exploited for real-time detection of driver cognitive in

[24]. These patterns were generated by categorizing segments into fixations, saccades and
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Table 2.2: Summary of Features Employed for Detecting Driver Cognitive Load

Features Studies

Gaze/Eye
States

Summarization
Function

Zhang
et al.
[31]

Liang
et al.
[24]

Liang
et al.
[29]

Miyaji
et al.
[26]

Son
et al.
[27]

Li et
al.
[25]

Liu
et al.
[28]

Pupil diameter
Mean X X
SD X

Blink
Frequency X X X
Duration X

Eye Closure PERCLOS X
Gaze entries to
a region

Count, duration X X

Gaze position
(X, Y)

Mean X X
SD X X X

Gaze rotation
(yaw, pitch)

Mean, SD X
Combined SD X

Fixation Duration X X

Pursuit
Duration, dis-
tance, direction

X X

Head rotation
Mean X X
Combined SD X

Facial AUs Various statistics X

smooth pursuits based on raw eye data’s dispersion and velocity. Then, combined with

several vehicle measures, the signals were sliced into instances of certain time windows to

form inputs for SVM models with radial basis function (RBF) kernel to perform binary

classification. They performed posthoc comparisons using the Turkey-Kramer method

to verify that including mean gaze fixation position and vehicle-based measures both

contributed to the model performance. However, the effectiveness of each input features

or feature selection were not discussed. In their later work [29], instead of eye movement

and fixation features, blink frequency was found to be most important for detecting

cognitive distraction based on analysis of mutual information.

Liu et al. considered four feature categories [28], all obtained from eye-tracker re-

sults. Saccade, blinks and PERCLOS were included in the “Gaze Temporal” feature

group, while the other three feature groups are “Head Position”, “Head Rotation”, and
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“Gaze Rotation”. Individual features were ranked based on correlation coefficient, class

separability with Linear Discriminative Analysis (LDA) [34], and feedforward feature se-

lection frequency using a LDA classifier. Looking at the average results of each feature

group, all three analysis suggested the Gaze Temporal group to be the most important

one, followed by Head Rotation. In the end, they acknowledged that all features could

contribute to distraction detection for different individuals, and thus were all kept for

the final modeling and analysis.

Following a similar methodology, later works explored other gaze features for driver’s

cognitive load detection. The combined gaze rotation angles and head rotation angle

were considered as the baseline and achieved promising classification performance, but

including features for pupil diameter and heart rate inter-beat intervals [26] showed fur-

ther enhancement. The location of gaze intersection was used instead of gaze rotation

angle in [27]. In this study, driving performance features are considered as the additional

information. The best model performance was achieved by using the combined gaze in-

tersection and SD of lane position, rather than all available features. These two studies

only compared feature combinations based on average model performance scores.

Data Mining for Feature Selection

The bottom-up approach is considered advantageous as the responsibility of feature ex-

traction is transfered to the machine learning algorithms. This type of solution must work

with classification algorithms that could innately cope with large number of features and

automatically decide which ones were more useful in the modeling.

This approach was first explored in one of the earliest studies on using machine

learning to assess drivers’ workload [31]. This work used decision tree models and all

possible inputs were considered. They collected gaze position, pupil diameter, and various

vehicle-based measures. This study posed no assumption on which sets of signals might

bear more information. From past experience, they believed that frequency of feature

selected for building the decision tree could reflect its predictive power. This analysis

revealed the SD of pupil diameter to be the most important feature, which was generally

agreed to be a good index of cognitive workload [21].
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Most of above-mentioned studies acknowledged that every feature could contribute to

the detection (although the degree could vary), and identifying redundant features was

not really necessary since there were not huge number of possible candidates. However, in

[25], a much larger variety of multimodal signals were measured for predicting visual and

cognitive distractions separately or jointly. The authors obtained 20 facial AUs, coarse

gaze and head movement using the CERT software [35]. Blinking was calculated based

on the eye closure AU. This study also took one gaze-based measure (i.e. Eyes-off-Road,

EOR) into account, however it was only an approximation estimated using drivers’ head

position/rotation. Vehicle measures, road camera videos and a microphone array were

also used as inputs. All of the raw signals underwent further computation to obtain high

level features (e.g. mean, SD, max/min, interquartile range), resulting in a final input

vector of 348 dimensions (43 low-level feature times 8 high-level summarizer, plus 4 gaze

features). In order to build more efficient model, regularization was applied when doing

linear regression, and eliminated down to about 20 features. Individual features were

compared based on their frequencies of being selected for constructing models. Overall,

the Lip Tightener (AU23) interquartile range (IQR) appeared to be useful for detecting

all kinds of distractions, while EOR duration and Outer Brow Raiser (AU2) Max were

consistently selected for models targeting cognitive distraction.

Summary and Remarks

To summarize, this subsection reviewed feature extraction for cognitive load detection.

Visual attention features such as mean gaze rotation or blink frequency were more com-

monly employed than other visually observable features like facial expression or body

gestures. It could be noted that the specific measurements used for characterizing gaze

information could be different (e.g. fixation or saccade, fixation location, or EOR), but

the targeted information to extract seems to be highly correlated or overlapping. Blink-

ing, on the other hand, were mostly evaluated by frequency and/or duration. Comparing

to the eye-related features, facial expression features received less attention, possibly

due to the lack of previous findings to support its correlation with cognitive loads and

difficulties in obtaining these measurements. In addition to visual features, other supple-
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mentary information (such as driving performance measures) was also often taken into

consideration, and was found to help classification performance.

When considering more than one input feature, most studies simply concatenated all

features into one vector and feed into the classification algorithm; feature-level fusion

or dimension reduction techniques (such as Principal Component Analysis or LDA) was

not employed. This might be attributed to the fact that most studies only considered a

smaller group of hand-picked features that could be easily handled by the classification

algorithms. Nonetheless, to verify the usefulness of including all the features or feature

groups, comparison of the overall model performance when including/excluding certain

features was commonly conducted. Most studies’ findings encourage taking abundant

number of features into consideration, then rely on some machine learning mechanisms

to construct a predictive model on top of them.

Another important factor that is common to all feature extraction methods is the

length of the time window. Only looking at one frame of the input signals and not

considering the temporal information would be inefficient for analyzing time series inputs.

All of the above studies summarized certain statistic functionals (e.g. mean, SD) over a

certain time window to form input instances for ensuing the machine learning algorithms.

In Liang et al.’s earlier study, the effect of time window were found to be significant when

modeling with SVMs (longer time window would improve the performance) [24], which

was consistent with the conclusion in [31]. However, in the later studies using the same

dataset featuring DBN as the classification model, the results suggested the effect of time

window was not significant [29, 32]. Recent studies often adopted 10-second time window

[25, 28].

Considering from the practicality aspects, since the estimation would be performed

based on features extracted from a past time segment, one could argue that there is no

limitation in terms of how long in the past the system could look into (as long as the

computational power and storage allows), which implies that it might be unnecessary

to limit the window size. On the other hand, most studies assumed driver’s cognitive

state over the summarization time window to be constant, which could be the case under

controlled driving studies - but highly unlikely in reality when the time window becomes
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long (e.g. 30 seconds [27]). Therefore, keeping the time window small should actually be

considered necessary for making the data samples properer representation of the reality,

rather than improving the temporal resolution of the system. Note that the overlapping

ratio of time windows should be more responsible for the system’s temporal resolution,

since it dictates how often the system generates an estimation results. For example,

a system that uses 10-second time window with 90% overlapping would generates an

estimation result every 1 second; on the contrary, using 5-second time window with no

overlapping would lead to obtaining responses every 5 seconds. For future studies, it

might be appealing to consider developing systems that are capable of handling varying

cognitive states over the observation period, and thus the system could be allowed to

take advantage of much longer periods.

2.2.3 Model Construction and Selection

Building a prediction model for detecting high cognitive load during driving is challeng-

ing. It was pointed out in an early study that incomplete domain knowledge, inability

to simultaneously analyze various signal inputs, and inappropriate assumption (e.g. uni-

mode Gaussian distribution) limited the power of traditional statistical analysis [31].

Therefore, various machine learning algorithms were explored to automatically extract

the inherent structure from the training data, by which the dependencies on domain

knowledge could be alleviated. The trained model would be tested on other unseen data

(as depicted in Figure 2.2 above) to evaluate how well the model could generalize.

In this subsection, the machine learning algorithms previously applied for detecting

driver’s cognitive load are reviewed. On the other hand, it is also interesting to note

the diverseness of evaluation procedures adopted in different studies, and thus are also

discussed later in this subsection.

Machine Learning Algorithms

Originally proposed by Vapnik [36], Support Vector Machine (SVM) gained enormous

popularity after performing well on many classification problems and the convenience of
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LIBSVM toolbox [37]. This supervised binary classification method seeks for a decision

boundary that best separates the sample points from two classes. Although the decision

boundary is linear, the data samples are usually already transformed using non-linear

kernels like the radial basis function (RBF) before the boundary is sought. By applying

different types of kernels and altering the parameters, it is possible to transform complex,

non-linear data samples to a space that could be better separated by a linear hyperplane.

SVM’s advantages in handling more complicated classification problems (i.e. detecting

cognitive distraction) were recognized in [24], as the performance of SVM with RBF

kernel is compared with a traditional linear classification algorithm, logistic regression.

It should be noted that the difference of kernel hyper-parameters might have a dominant

effect on the performance of the final model, thus it is considered necessary to search

through a variety of hyper-parameters until the most suitable one is found [38].

One extension of the original SVM is the semi-supervised methods for construct-

ing the models, such as the Laplacian SVM explored in a study for developing driver

cognitive distraction detection system [28]. Semi-supervised learning (SSL) relaxes the

requirement for the labeled training data as it could make use of the unlabeled data.

This was especially attractive in studies focusing on driver’s cognitive states, in which

the ground truth labels are difficult to obtain or could be unreliable. In [28], the super-

vised and semi-supervised approach of two base classification algorithms were compared:

SVM and Extreme Learning Machine (ELM). Laplacian SVM and Semi-supervised ELM

both outperformed their supervised counterparts, and the improvement was statistically

significant. Furthermore, the performance improved with more unlabeled data, and the

size of labeled data has less effect on performance with certain amount of unlabeled data.

This verified that SSL methods require less labeled training data comparing to supervised

ones.

SVM is an non-probabilistic classifier; on the contrary, Bayesian Network (BN) is

a type of graphical model designed for representing conditional dependencies between

random variables. In Static Bayesian Networks (SBNs), the root of the graph is the

hypothesis node, which could represent the underlying condition (e.g. driver’s cognitive

states). The next layer of this directed hierarchical graph is the hidden nodes, which are
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intermediate abstraction that cannot be measured directly but could be important for

the belief inference process. The hidden nodes then connect to the observation nodes,

which are the measurable features (e.g. blink frequency). An extension of BNs, the

Dynamite Bayesian Networks (DBNs), is capable of capturing the temporal relationship

by connecting multiple SBNs. Each SBN represents the state at one time step, and the

state of the nodes at the later time step is dependent on the ones at the earlier time

step.BNs are also capable of handling complex, non-linear classification problems. Since

BNs explicitly extract cause-effect links between variables, the trained model is considered

interpretable and worth studying to understand human behaviors [39]. In [29], SBNs,

and DBNs were applied to detect driver cognitive distraction and their performances were

compared. In a later work, they added SVMs for comparison as well [32]. They built

groups of models for each individual subjects with varying summarization window sizes,

and the comparison is done by analyzing if certain performance scores were significantly

correlated to the choice of modeling algorithms or other factors. Overall, DBNs and

SVMs achieved the better accuracy than static BNs. Difference in modeling techniques

did not significantly impact detection bias or false alarm rate.

Decision tree is a flowchart-like graphical model (a binary tree) in which each node

tests one of the input attributes. When going from the root to a leaf, a sequence of

binary splits would be made and a final output decision would be reached. As a very

early proof of concept, Zhang et al. trained decision tree models to automatically extract

knowledge instead of manually designing rules [31]. This is realized by various training

algorithms, which all essentially aim to learn the most informative attribute for each node

and the values that would make the best splits. In [31], they adopted the C4.5 decision

tree learning algorithm [40]. Other algorithms for training decision tree models include

Classification and Regression Tree (a.k.a. CART [41]), which differs slightly from C4.5

as it supports numerical target variables.

On top of the algorithms for training individual decision trees, a commonly applied

technique is building more than one simple decision tree models using ensemble methods

such as bootstrap aggregation (“bagging”) or boosting. The fundamental idea behind

ensemble methods is to construct a more reliable strong classifier with multiple weak
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classifiers and a consensus policy. In [31], boosting is applied, which is a iterative learn-

ing process where the mis-classified training samples would receive higher weights when

training for the next weak classifier; the model’s final outcome is a majority voting based

on outcomes from all trained weak classifiers. In a later work also focusing on cognitive

load [26], a more sophisticated boosting method, called AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting),

was featured. It showed superior performance comparing to SVM.

All above studies considered binary classification problems, which could be attributed

to the difficulties in obtaining finer granularity in the ground truth label to allow ap-

proaches like regression to take advantage of the richer information. In [25], Li et al.

collected subjective evaluation from a group of human evaluators to obtain perceived

visual and cognitive distraction levels, which was a continuous value on a scale from

0 to 1. This allowed them to build regression models, such as linear regression model

with elastic net regularization (i.e. LASSO or ridge optimization) to directly predict for

the distraction level. Moreover, they also performed unsupervised k-means clustering to

identify four different distraction modes that could be used to characterize visual and

cognitive distraction jointly (e.g. low-visual-medium-cognitive distractions, high-visual-

high-cognitive distractions). Distraction mode recognition for the four distraction classes

was performed using various classification algorithms (e.g. KNN or SVM) and achieved

F-scores of 0.4 to 0.5, which are still significantly higher than chances (i.e. 0.25). They

also attempted to detect specific distraction modes via binary classification. It is in-

terested to note that in all of their analysis, they reported the most frequently selected

features as they adopted machine learning algorithms that could innately select features

from a large feature pool of 348 candidates. Their clustering analysis suggested corre-

lation between various secondary tasks with distraction modes, but the relationship is

not absolutely corresponding. This work presented a diverse set of analysis conducted

using various machine learning techniques, which widened the possible approaches for

estimating driver distraction; however, a large gap still exists in applying the findings

from this study into practical applications.
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Summary and Remarks

Conducting an unbiased performance evaluation consists of choosing the right evalua-

tion metrics and partitioning testing data subsets properly; the former should be chosen

per application requirement, while the later should aim to imitate valid generalization

situations. In the literatures, how the driver cognitive monitoring systems were evalu-

ated varies in both of these perspectives. This may be due to the nature of how the

research problem was framed: as most studies were still exploratory and preliminary

works, the proposed solutions should not be taken as working systems and thus could

not be subjected to the same, standardized evaluation procedures. Nonetheless, lack of

a consistent evaluation method makes the comparison between similar studies difficult.

To this end, we summarize the evaluation methods applied in evaluating driver cognitive

state detection in Table 2.3.

The most common metric used in previous studies on driver cognitive state detection

is the test accuracy (ACC), which is the fraction of correctly predicted test samples of any

classes. Though intuitive and popular, this metric is often criticized to be naive and prone

to biases. However, limitations and disadvantages could be said for any other binary

classification metrics such as sensitivity/recall, precision and F-score [42]. Since there

exists no perfect performance metric, the choice of evaluation metric should be subjected

to the specific application scenario. In the case of detecting high driver cognitive load,

the costs for different types of errors (such as misses or false alarms) are unlikely to

be equivalent. Also, the occurrence frequencies of the classes (normal or high cognitive

load cases) should be highly unbalanced in reality, which also influences how the system

performance should be evaluated. However, to our knowledge, these topics received

very limited attention, and most studies in this field applied ACC or F-score as the

main performance metric for model selection. Nonetheless, when correctly applied, these

metrics could still be quite reliable as a basis of discussing model selection.

One could also find a variety of other metrics (e.g. sensitivity, bias) applied for

comparing models constructed using different machine learning algorithms; however the

practical significance of these values were not obvious nor explicitly discusses in the case
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of driver cognitive monitoring. On top of listing the (averaged) scores in a table and

comparing plotted results graphically, several studies also conducted statistical tests to

conclude if impacts on a metric from certain factors was significant or not (e.g. [24]).

These analysis led to suggestions for choosing modeling methods or features; however,

the core question of how well the detection algorithm performs in a practical sense was

less touched. An agreement on how to score (or determine) the successfulness of a driver

cognitive load detection system is yet to be reached.

Another important aspect of obtaining proper model evaluation is reducing the bias

embedded in the dataset. Because there is limited labeled data available for research

studies, cross validation (CV) techniques were often adopted to repeat the modeling and

evaluation process multiple times with the training/testing sets partitioned differently

in each iteration. By evaluating the overall performance across all the CV iterations,

the possibility of obtaining biased evaluation results by chance is increased. Although

this general notion was well-received, the specific implementation could vary greatly

in most aforementioned studies (as summarized in Table 2.3). There are different CV

methodologies, such as leave-one-out CV (LOOCV) or k-fold CV; these guide how the

training/testing sets systematically changes from iteration to iteration such that the

whole dataset could be covered evenly. When the CV method does not exhaustively

cover all possible permutation scenarios, the whole CV process could be repeated to

further increase the robustness and fairness of the evaluation.

On the other hand, within each CV iteration, how the instances are assigned into

training and testing sets could also differ. For example, in many cases, the assignment

is done by randomly drawing instances into two sets; however, this would only be valid

if all the instances are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) [43]. But this

i.i.d. assumption would be violated in the case of time series data or grouped data

(when collected from different subject), which is especially likely when the instances are

summarization features extracted from neighboring, overlapping time windows (such as

in [24, 30]). The problem of partitioning training/testing sets with time series data has

received attention and what should be considered as “unseen” data was discussed in the

general sense [43]. Some of these suggestions were adopted in more recent studies [25, 28],
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where the partitioning is performed based on grouping of time-trunks or subjects. In a few

other studies, this bias was also mitigated as there was no overlap between neighboring

time windows [27]. However, there are several studies that applied random draw or did

not specify their methodologies for partitioning dataset (e.g. [31].

Overall, as reflected in Table 2.3, there exist considerate diverseness in methods of

performing CV, partitioning dataset, and scoring performance. These all posed obstacle

in comparing and understanding the findings from different studies. Also, in some of

the studies, it was possible that the bias from highly auto-correlated time series data

contributed to present an overly optimistic result.

Model Construction and Selection Summary

To summarize, lack of established domain knowledge and complexity of the problem

demanded the use of automatic information extraction process, which calls for the use

of rapidly developing machine learning algorithms. Studies investigated if there exists

more suitable algorithms, and validated that non-linearity, multi-modality and temporal

correlation should be taken into consideration when constructing models for the complex

task of assessing driver’s cognitive states [32]. When a large number of models were

created, statistical analysis might be applied to find correlations between the modeling

technique and resulted performance. All of the studies in this field adopted existing

machine learning algorithms and toolboxes to handle the model training and testing

process; nowadays, there exist comprehensive machine learning toolbox in MATLAB or

Python that included most of the methods applied in the aforementioned studies.

2.3 Related Advancements

2.3.1 Machine Vision Technologies

Unlike reading in signals from physiological or vehicular sensors, visual inputs need an

extra fundamental step for extracting useful information (e.g. the location of facial

fiducial points) from the images. Driver monitoring has always been a very important
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Table 2.3: Summary of Model Selection and Evaluation Schemes

Study
CV and Dataset Parti-
tion

Modeling Method
Performance
Metrics and
Results

Zhang et al.
2004 [31].

Not specified.

Subject-independent binary clas-
sification using C4.5 decision tree
(with boosting). 30-sec time win-
dow.

ACC 81%

Liang et al.
2007 [24]

Randomly select 200 in-
stances for training and use
the rest for validation.*

Subject-dependent binary classi-
fication using SVMs, consider all
features and apply longest time
window.

Average ACC
83.15%

Liang et al.
2008 [32]

Randomly select instances
into training and testing
sets with ratio 2:1.*

Subject-dependent binary classi-
fication with SVM, SBN, DBN.

Average ACC
86.4% with DBN.

Miyaji et al.
2009 [26]

2-fold CV, seems to be par-
titioned with time-based
trunks (not specified).

Subject-independent binary clas-
sification with AdaBoost, SVM.

ACC 91.6% with
AdaBoost

Son et al.
2012 [27]

2-fold CV with alternat-
ing train/test assignment
between neighboring sam-
ples. (samples are non-
overlapping).

Subject-independent binary clas-
sification with radial basis func-
tion neural network based on
gaze X+Y and lane position

ACC 85.0%

Li et al.
2015 [25]

20-fold cross validation,
with subject-based parti-
tioning (leave-one-subject-
out). Each fold has 24
samples.

Subject-independent binary clas-
sification of high/low cognitive
distraction level

Precision, Recall,
F-score of the
overall perfor-
mance is around
0.7

Li et al.
2015 [25]

Same as above.
Recognition of distraction type
(e.g. Low-Visual-Medium-
Cognitive vs. other cases).

Best model
achieved F-score
of 0.684.

Liu et al.
2016 [28]

4-fold CV, partitioned
based on time-grouping,
repeated 3 times.

Subject-dependent binary clas-
sification using semi-supervised
SVM (LapSVM) and ELM.

ACC 97.2%.
Semi-supervised
methods im-
proved G-mean
by 0.0245.

Zhang et al.
2017 [30]

5-fold CV with random
sample partitioning*, re-
peated 10 times.

Binary classification of SVM,
kNN, Decision Tree

ACC 84.43% with
1NN and feature-
level fusion

Note: * denotes that the feature extraction process in these studies generated instances from
overlapping time windows.
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application for face and/or eye tracking. Throughout the years, there have been methods

developed specially for the driver monitoring task or for other general purposes. This

section reviews how these methods evolved, and what are some new advancements that

could potentially benefit the development of driver monitoring. Here we are only consider

non-contact systems, thus head-mounted eye-trackers are not considered.

Hardware Approaches

Although many recent face alignment algorithms work in a coarse-to-fine manner, the

earliest real-time driver monitoring systems actually detects a detailed feature, pupil,

directly. The special optical property of human eyes, corneal reflection (often referred as

“bright/dark pupil effect”), is exploited for direct pupil detection [11, 44]. This method

requires two sets of non-collimated IR lights and an IR camera to be placed in a specific

structure, such that when the coaxial set of lights are lit the pupils are bright and when

the offset lights are lit the pupils are dark (as illustrated in Fig. 2.3). Two sets of lights

are lit alternatively, and the exact location of eyes can be determined by subtracting

the alternating “bright-pupil” frame and the “dark-pupil” frame. This is computation-

ally cheap and thus enabled the first non-intrusive real-time driver monitoring systems.

However, the sophisticated hardware setup imposes limitation for use of these methods

in real driving situations. Commercial system such as DD850 Driver Fatigue Monitoring

developed by Attention Technology, Inc. also uses structured lighting system to achieve

similar effect.

On the other hand, active NIR lighting is also employed in a lot of video-based

monitoring systems for ensuring the image quality in low-light environment (e.g. night

time or in simulator rooms). Several commercial remote eye-trackers that were employed

in driving studies exploits this characteristic to ensure high quality video inputs. For

example, the faceLab eye-tracker includes NIR LED’s and two CCD cameras with NIR

filters, which outputs crisp images with good contrast for tracking feature patterns around

the face using stereo imaging techniques. While it works well for driving simulator

experiments, its performance degrades for on-road studies as NIR spectra in natural

daylight creates noise. Researchers had to avoid direct sun light when using faceLab eye-
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the structured image acquisition system that features the
bright/dark pupil effect from [11].

tracker for on-road experiments [28]. In an analysis regarding post-processing remote

eye-tracker data from naturalistic driving studies [45], the authors reported problems

such as reflections by glasses, strong sunshine and nighttime conditions can all reduce

data quality. To mitigate tracking loss and error, they looked at quality and reliability of

data, and applied quantile penalized regression for smoothing and interpolation. On the

other hand, Cyganek et al. proposed an eye recognition system that uses color camera

for daytime and NIR camera for nighttime. They have showed that the algorithm that

were originally developed for color camera videos could be adapted easily to videos in

NIR spectra [12]. Similarly, visible and IR-sensitive gray-scale camera was also applied

jointly for video acquisition in a study estimating driver head pose [10].

Advancements of Face Alignment “in-the-Wild”

In the recent years, there has been significant development in the field of image under-

standing and computer vision, thanks to the improvements in algorithms, datasets and

computational powers. The goal of modern face tracking or alignment algorithms also

became much more ambitious, working towards achieving robust face alignment (or fa-

cial landmark localization) under completely “in-the-wild” conditions, meaning that no

restrictions on the viewing angle, lighting condition, facial attributes and expressions are
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placed. We briefly review this profound field to suggest possible applications of these ad-

vancements to the field of vision-based driver monitoring, which often involves accurately

locating the driver’s face and eyes from visuals acquired from a monocular, non-frontal

color camera.

Face alignment methods could be categorized into three main approaches: Deformable

Models, Discriminative Regressors, and Deep Learning. Although most methods strongly

differ in terms of problem formulation and optimization process, they all attempted to

resolve two fundamental questions: 1) how to model the local textures (e.g. “does this

patch look like an eye corner or not”), 2) how to model the spatial constraints between

located points.

The Deformable Model approach answers these two questions explicitly by building

probabilistic models. For “holistic” models such as Active Appearance Model, a joint

probabilistic model is created for both local texture and global shape constraints; on

top of that, similarity transformations for mapping the target into a canonical space

are often estimated to support generalization. It is computational expensive to fit the

complicated model, which makes this method less suitable for real-time processing. On

the other hand, Constrained Local Models (CLM) evaluates texture characteristics at

the estimated fiducial points, and then use these responses to update the location of

the fiducial points with a fitting strategy. A classic fitting strategy is the Regularized

Landmark Mean-Shift (RLMS) [46], which many later works built and improved upon.

Other fitting strategies such as ”Consensus of Exemplars” [47] also showed promising

performance. Another key component of CLM is building local texture models (also

known as ”patch experts”). For example, one such model could evaluate how likely the

image patch is from an eye corner. Works focusing on this part proposed texture models

like Local Neural Fields (LNF) [48] or Discriminative Response Map (DRMF) [49]. Due

to the computational complexity of the texture models and fitting strategies, Deformable

Model solutions usually works at a couple frames per second.

Comparing to Deformable Models, Discriminative Regressors are more implicit in

modeling local textures and spatial constraints. This approach still involves iteratively

updating the texture response and shape model, but instead of building patch experts,
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features that could achieve the optimal shape update are selected from a large feature

pool, such as various Local Binary Features (LBF) in [50]. This process exploits discrimi-

native regression techniques (e.g. boosting) to alleviate the computation burden of direct

optimization. The trained model could perform relatively fast during testing because the

feature descriptor were usually simple and cheap to compute (e.g. pixel-differences). A

major variation to this line of work was the Supervised Descent Method [51], which al-

lowed using more complicated feature descriptor (e.g. scale-invariant feature transform

[52]) and still achieve real-time performance speed. The core idea of this method was

learning the descent direction from training examples when directly optimizing the ob-

jective function; this replaces the costly computation of Jacobian and Hessian and thus

allowed great improvement in computation speed. All these above methods rely heavily

on the initial guess of the landmark location because they essentially work on refining

the locations.

Deep Artificial Neural Network (ANN) had been applied to a lot of computer vi-

sion problems and out-performed many state-of-the-arts methods. This was attributed

to ANN’s ability of automatically extracting features, which replaces the traditional

hand-crafted feature descriptors. Different from the two above-mentioned face landmark

detection approaches, this type of methods usually works in a coarse-to-fine manner: a

higher-level representation of a certain patch size will be estimated at each layer, and as

the network feeds forward, the size of the patch size refines, finally reaching a specific

location [53]. The main benefit of this strategy is that it relies less on the initialization.

Different network architectures were proposed for this task, including Auto-Encoder [53]

and Tasks-Constrained Deep Convolutional Network (TCDCN) [54].

The above provided a brief overview for the vast landscape of facial landmark align-

ment methods. Detailed review papers such as [55] categorized and compared different

approaches in a systematic way with details and technical analysis. Furthermore, there

also exist several benchmarking datasets/competitions (e.g. 300 Faces in-the-Wild bench-

mark [56]) to enable direct comparison of methods’ performance, and also act as good

venue to present new advancements. Because of the largely improved robustness and

accuracy, experimenting these methods on the problem of driver monitoring is desirable.
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For example, an implementation of the LBF method [50] by the DLib library has been

applied to a large-scale naturalistic driving dataset in [57].

Behavioral Understanding

After the machine obtained basic vision of where are driver’s face/eyes, the next step

is often estimating observable behaviors like head turning, gaze pursuing/fixation or

blinking. These general results could be applied for fatigue and distraction detection.

Therefore, like the previous section, we cover innovations developed towards various

driving problems in this section, as well as related advancements in the general field of

head pose or gaze estimation.

Murphy et al. designed a fully-automated head pose tracking system for inferring

driver’s attention that negates the cumbersome calibration process that is common in

many eye-tracker systems [10]. It applied the Viola-Jones face detector [58] for rough

facial region detection as the first step of their algorithm. As this object recognition

algorithm is built based on analysis of pixel regions and does not have the flexibility to

handle pose variations, their system needs to run three detectors for frontal face and

two profile faces at the same time. Then, the successfully detected region will be scaled

and normalized for computing the localized gradient orientation (LGO), which is used

for training three support vector regressors for head pitch, yaw and roll. Then, the head

pose can be estimated using this model given the LGO value of an input face region.

Tracking was performed on with a module that estimates the 3-D motion of the head

using particle filter for 3-D model tracking.

Fully automated initialization was achieved in the head pose and eye state estimation

system proposed by Mbouna et al. [59]. They also relied on the Viola-Jones algorithm

for face and eye region detection. Then, the head pose parameters were obtained via

mapping the 2-D facial feature onto pre-rendered 3-D face model with certain Euler

angles, and then solve for the rotation matrix using the POSIT algorithm. They also

included a tracking module, but it was applied at the feature level using the optical flow

method. In terms of evaluation and robustness, [10] obtained the ground truth of head

movements using a marker-based motion capture system from 14 on-road drives, but [59]
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only presented their experimental results of sub-modules (pupil detection and head pose

estimation) using non-driving databases.

Gaze fixation is featured in a system for evaluation of driver distractions induced by

IVIS [60]. Multiple types of distractions were considered and the experiment scenario

included a variety of in-car activities like following GPS, using IVIS, and talking on

phone. The main contribution of this study is a gaze estimation algorithm that requires

no subject-specific calibration and could perform in a variety of simulated environments,

including low lighting conditions. Instead of tracking specific gaze intersections or angles,

their objective is classification of discrete fixation areas such as Front (road center), Left

and Right Signals (road sides and nearby objects), Lateral Rear Mirrors and other IVIS

devices (e.g. GPS). With the performance of their gaze fixation classification system

verified against manually labeled ground truth, they proceed to propose using Percent

Road Center (PRC) to measure distraction, which includes measures of time spent looking

at road center as well as visual elements proximal to the road. While the time spent

looking at Front is expected to decrease during when the secondary tasks is visually

demanding, it can remain same or even increase when the distraction comes from mainly

auditory or cognitive tasks. On the other hand, the time used looking at the Signals

and Mirrors clearly reduced; but these contributes to very small percentage of the whole

statistic. Though the proposed gaze fixation classification is online (30fps), they did not

propose a real-time distraction classification method.

General Tools and Softwares

A lot of driving studies employ off-the-shelf tools for face and facial landmark track-

ing, and focuses on contributing to the extracting higher-level features and constructing

predictive models. These tools could be commercial eye-trackers or even some other

software packages, for example the Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT)

[35]. These tools could also provide higher-level information like head pose or Facial AU

estimation. It is noteworthy that algorithms in this field is developing very fast, today’s

computer vision is capable for fully-automated tracking of aligned face templates in a

less constrained setup (e.g. the OpenFace [61] or IntraFace [62]).
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However, when the studies employed existing off-the-shelf vision systems, it does pose

question on how accurate the extracted features were. In many cases, the acquisition

systems might not be so robust and some of the tasks such as AU estimation were quite

challenging on its own. This imposed some uncertainty on the result and conclusion

obtained from these studies.

2.3.2 Other Machine Learning Algorithms

Deep learning and artificial neural networks (ANN) are gaining enormous development in

recent years because of improved algorithms, open resources, and dramatically increased

computational power. The recurrent neural networks (RNN) with long short-term mem-

ory (LSTM) cells was explored for online driver manual/visual distraction detection, with

low-level signals (driving and head tracking data) as well as statistical functional (e.g.

means, peaks) as inputs [63]. Similarly, LSTM-RNN was employed for its strength in

spatio-temporal reasoning in a driver activity anticipation system, which was trained

explicitly to anticipate driving maneuvers a few seconds before they happen [64]. The

optimized information sensory-fusion layer were highlighted, with the prior knowledge

that expressive architecture to combine sensory inputs outperforms simple concatena-

tion. Both work compared and showed that LSTM-RNN based machine learning model

outperformed SVM. However, complex neural networks would require huge amount of

data for training, otherwise overfitting would be a major concern.

2.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter surveyed three aspects of studies contributing to monitoring driver cognitive

load, corresponding to the background knowledge, state-of-the-arts and potential future

developments of this field.

First, visual attention measurements are found to be consistently impacted by driver

cognitive loads. However, in these statistical analysis, the measurements were usually

observed over a longer period of time. Also, the statistical models were constructed for

analysis rather than estimation. Therefore, although the findings suggest direction for
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monitoring driver cognitive load, the measurements and modeling methodologies might

not be suitable for an practical estimation system.

Section 2.2 reviewed previously proposed solutions on estimating driver cognitive load

with video-based inputs. This section started by a comparison of the problem definition

and data collection setups employed in these studies. Then, two main components, fea-

ture extraction and estimation model training, are surveyed and discussed extensively.

Features characterizing visual attention were found to be more popular than facial ex-

pression units, but the specific feature descriptor for a similar symptom (e.g. gaze con-

centration) could differ. Machine learning was adopted for training estimation models,

and a variety of algorithms have been explored. These studies often the effectiveness

of different feature groups, modeling algorithms and hyper-parameter settings based on

empirical evaluation results.

Finally, a brief overview of related advancements in the field of computer vision and

machine learning is provided in Section 2.3. The purpose of this is to explore poten-

tial development directions based on the most recent achievements could be applied to

substitute components in a video-based monitoring system.



Chapter 3

Data Collection for Studying Driver

Cognitive Load

A necessary step in research is gathering representative data samples for the targeted

problem, which is particularly challenging for studies focusing on high cognitive load on

drivers. Previous datasets used in studies of similar problems were usually collected for

testing specific research hypothesis (e.g. [16]), and thus were seldom sharable or suitable

for other studies. As part of an NSERC project titled “Enhancing Driver Interaction with

Digital Media through Cognitive Monitoring” (abbreviate as “eDREAM”), we collected a

dataset to enable research on applying advanced sensor and vision technologies to assess

cognitive loads of drivers. A comprehensive set of sensory signals were collected, including

participant-facing videos and remote eye-tracking results. Therefore, this dataset will be

suitable for evaluating the proposed video-based driver monitoring system targeting high

cognitive load problems in this study.

This chapter explains the experiment logistic, describes the procedures, and provides

technical details of the resulted data. As an overview, the EDD collected various sensory

and visual signals when participants experienced three different levels of cognitive load

during driving. Each load level was presented in a separate drive: the lowest level was

simply driving with no added secondary task, while the medium or high levels were

imposed using modified n-back tasks with load factors of 1 or 2, respectively. Since

the experiments were conducted in a simulator environment, control of most external

41
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conditions could be achieved with preprogrammed scenarios. Furthermore, other design

considerations such as workload from the driving task, and subjects’ individual differences

were also accommodated in attempt to isolate responses induced by increased cognitive

load. In addition to the visual signals that will be focused in this study, EDD also

collected vehicle-based measurements, subjective reports and various physiological signals

including EEG, ECG, GSR and Respiration (RESP). These sensors will be introduced

briefly in this chapter for they affected the experiment design.

Author of this thesis is one of the two main contributors completing the EDD collec-

tion 1, who both contributed equally in terms of experimental design, implementation,

data collection as well as organization. Along with advices from experts 2 for prob-

lems and challenges encountered during experimental design, the final design presented

in this chapter is a collective result after extensive pilot testing, literature research and

experimentations.

3.1 Data Collection Methodology

This section describes the process for collecting EDD. Following conventions of describ-

ing driving experiments, it starts with basic experiment elements such as participant

description and data collection devices. Then, the driving scenario and secondary task

will be introduced. These required more efforts and considerations to design, especially

in this experiment as it focuses on driver’s cognitive states; logistics, assumptions and

implementation details will be explained as well. Finally, this section will be concluded

by a description of the whole experiment procedure.

A conceptual overview of the eDREAM experiment is given in Figure 3.1. This

diagram points out variables and factors that could be presented during the actual data

collection process, and thus needed to be considered in designing and implementing

1The other contributor of EDD is Dengbo He, currently a PhD candidate at the Human Factors &
Applied Statistics (HFast) Lab.

2Professor Birsen Donmez, Doctor Winnie Chen from the HFast Lab and Doctor Amirhossein Shokouh
Aghaei from the Multimedia Lab were consulted during the design and collection of EDD.
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual overview of the eDREAM data collection experiment. The block
with a photo of the experiment represents the actual conditions presented in reality, while
blocks around it describe how they were abstracted in the design and analysis space. The
bold font emphasis the elements related to the targeted research problem, while italic font
marks uninterested but related factors also presented during the experiments. The causal
elements are linked with gray arrows. Note that the primary driving task and secondary
n-back tasks affect all types of states concurrently, and the observations measured the
overall participant responses (instead of the cognitive load alone). This indicates the
importance of controlling other factors such that the effect of the independent variable
could be isolated.

the experiment. To further explain, the targeted cognitive load states were modeled

using the n-back tasks, which will be introduced in subsection 3.1.3. In the context

of driving, the added cognitive load must be presented concurrently with the primary

driving task and the participants’ responses could be influenced by both tasks. Therefore,

ideally, the driving task should be controlled such that the impact of independent variable

(i.e. cognitive load) on dependent variables (i.e. measurement of subject’s responses via

sensors or cameras) could be isolated. Implementation of these experiment circumstances

will be explained further in subsection 3.1.4. There also exist other factors such as the

individual differences in abilities and functioning states that could contribute to the

participant’s states. These variations were minimized by means of selecting a specific

participant group and including extensive preparing procedures (e.g. trainings); details
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will be noted in corresponding subsections.

3.1.1 Participants

A total of 37 healthy, gender-balanced participants were recruited through campus and

online posts to participate in this driving simulator study. They all satisfied the following

three requirements, which were placed to minimize participants’ individual variation and

ensure the usability of data collection instrument.

• Drive at least several times per month and hold a full driver’s license (G license or

equivalent) for at least 3 years;

• Must be under 35 years old;

• Drive without glasses (contact lenses are allowed).

The first requirement ensured the participants are practiced drivers, who should have

no problem adapting to the driving simulator and also handling the secondary tasks while

driving. The second requirement controlled the age group to minimize the variation in

available mental resources, such as working memory. Previous driving studies have found

age to be an significant factor for cognitive task performance, and the youngest age group

showed best performance on a secondary task very similar to the one applied in this

experiment [65]. The third requirement was to ensure the function of the eye-tracker

system.

Participants were compensated at CAD$12 per hour for a 3-hours experiment session,

and were told that they could receive a bonus of up to CAD$14 bonus amount based on

their task performance as an incentive for engaging in the secondary task. They were

informed that the All participants were paid for three hours and full bonus amount (i.e.

CAD$50) regardless of their actual time spent or task performance.

3.1.2 Apparatus

This section describes the driving simulator, the devices used for collecting visual or

physiological measures from participants, and the subjective questionnaires.
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Driving Simulator

The study was conducted on a NADS miniSimTM driving simulator (Figure 3.2). This

fixed-based simulator has three 42-inch screens, creating a 130◦ horizontal and 24◦ vertical

field at a 48-inch viewing distance. The center screen displays the left and center parts of

the windshield; the right screen displays the rest of the windshield, the rear-view mirror,

and the right-side window and mirror; while the left screen displays the left-side window

and mirror (see also in Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.2: The NADS miniSim Driving Simulator displays mid-fidelity rendering of the
simulated driving environment on three screens, and the speedometer on another smaller
display behind the steering wheel. Other light sources are blocked or turned off to create
a more immersing driving environment.

miniSim records a comprehensive set of driving data at 60 Hz, from external measure-

ments (e.g. vehicle speed, lane deviation, car following distance) to vehicle operations

(e.g. steering wheel angle, brake pedal force). In addition to the ease of acquiring ac-

curate vehicle-based measures, another huge advantage of using a driving simulator is

the freedom of designing specific traffic and task scenarios. All environmental events and

cognitive task-loads were integrated into simulator ”scenarios” that could be repeated

for each participants, guaranteeing the consistency between experiment sessions. This

will be elaborated in later sections on scenario design.
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Eye-tracker

Eye-tracking information was obtained using faceLAB 5.0, a remote eye-tracker system

developed by Seeing Machines.

• Hardware Setup: faceLAB uses an active Near-Infrared (NIR) LED and two NIR

cameras, which could acquire high-quality imageries that would be invariant to

change of illuminations. The pair of cameras are mounted at the center above

dashboard, obtaining an ideal frontal view of the driver (see Figure 3.2); if not so,

the eye-tracker might not provide as accurate results.

• Core Mechanisms: Although the exact details are not provided (as faceLAB is a

commercial product), from the official user manual [?], the following four aspects

were found to be the most important technical mechanisms that facilitated its good

eye-tracking capability.

Figure 3.3: Camera and eye-tracker placements in the driving simulator. The webcams
(left and upper) are framed in red, while GoPro camera (right) is framed in green. Eye-
tracker cameras (centre) are also marked (in yellow). The grey area at lower middle of
the image represents the approximate location of participant’s head.
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– Glint tracking: In order to obtain precise estimation of gaze direction (i.e.

using “Precision” mode of faceLAB), the IR source must be placed at the

center of two cameras, and this whole system should be located straight in

front of the subject. This setup should create a “glint” within each of the

subject’s iris (shown in Figure 3.5), which are tracked for accurately estimating

eye ball rotation. Since this NIR setup could be interfered heavily by natural

NIR from sunlight, faceLAB is ideally used indoor; when used outdoor, strong

sunlight must be avoided (as in [28]). Upon changing location or orientation of

the cameras, its camera model would need to be re-calibrated using a checker-

board target. This process is usually referred as camera calibration.

– Facial feature points: In addition to the iris glints, faceLAB also relies on

tracking various facial feature points (such as eye and mouth corners). These

are used for creating customized 3D head models, which were calibrated for

each participants. This allows faceLAB to estimate head pose, which con-

tributes to the gaze direction estimation.

– Predefined virtual “world”: faceLAB allows users to define objects or planes

(region of interests) in its “world coordinate”, which are used for calculating

gaze intersections. The virtual world setup is illustrated in Figure 3.4, with

planes representing the TV screens and dashboard screen of the miniSim; all

of these were placed according to actual measurement. The midpoint between

two cameras is defined to be the origin of the world coordinate in faceLAB.

Thus, they should always be placed at a consistent location to ensure the

predefined faceLAB world model would remain correct and accurate.

– Dot-tracing calibration: Finally, the gaze intersection on the main plane

(noted with a yellow rectangle in Figure 3.4) could be further calibrated using

a dot-chasing process. During this process, subject would be asked to follow a

dot that stops at center, corners and edges of the main plane. With this prior,

this final calibration step could help to enhance and stabilize the gaze track-

ing performance. Furthermore,the tracked results would be displayed once the
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Figure 3.4: The virtual faceLAB world used in eDREAM dataset collection. We defined
the three screens and the dashboard of the miniSim simulator. Origin of the world
coordinate is the midpoint between two faceLAB cameras. The X, Y and Z axis extended
out from the origin, denoted in red, green and blue arrows. The main plane on which the
gaze intersection could be precisely calibrated is framed with yellow rectangle, which is
essentially the center screen of the three miniSim screens in our setup. The yellow head
model displays the current tracking, with the green ray representing the gaze direction
and red ray representing the head rotation.

process is finished. Since the gaze intersections should be scattering around

the stop locations, this could be used as a way to check the performance of

the eye-tracker on individual participant.

• Signal Collection: In addition to all the abovementioned estimation results, face-

LAB also computes several higher-level features (e.g. blinks or saccade detection,

see detailed output description in section 3.2.2). All of these outputs are computed

on the fly (rather than based on recorded videos), at a very high frequency of 60

Hz. When the system is running, the estimated results (e.g. gaze direction, eye-lid

position) are overlaid on the visuals acquired from the cameras, allowing users to

inspect the overall performance; an example screenshot is provided in Figure 3.5.

However, possibly due to computational or storage limitations, these visuals could
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Figure 3.5: Example faceLab screen shot, displaying the visuals from the two cameras
with overlaid tracking results. The head view shows the gaze direction in green and head
direction in red. On the close up views of the eyes, the tracked pupils and glints are
circled in green.

not be saved into files. Instead, the estimated values are logged in a binary format,

which could be exported into text tables after the recordings are completed. These

are recorded locally in the host computer of the software, while part of them are

also forwarded to the miniSim computer and logged into miniSim recordings.

Color Cameras

A GoPro Hero4 camera is placed at front-right of the driver on a tripod. Also, there

are two HD Logitech webcams (model numbers C920 and C930) fixed on the driving

simulator, facing the driver from front-left and upper-front angles (see Figure 3.3 for

an illustration). The placement of this set of cameras represents the possible camera

positions in a real car, which would be most convenient to set up and interfere the least

with the driver’s sight field, but also provides a non-obstructed view of the driver face.

The GoPro camera records videos into a stand-alone SD card, while the Logitech

webcams streams into D-Lab and were recorded along other physiological signals. Due

to technical problems, signals from the Logitech webcams were often lost during the ex-
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periments, possibly caused by bandwidth limitations of the D-Lab computer. Therefore,

GoPro recordings should be considered as the primary video source.

Physiological Sensors

There are two systems employed to record various physiological signals. First, EEG data

was collected using the Muse headband developed by Interaxon, a wireless non-intrusive

headband consisting of 2 dry sensors located at Fp1 and Fp2 positions and two gel

foam electrodes at TP9 and TP10 positions. The EEG headband was worn around the

forehead (Fp1 and Fp2) with two electrodes attached behind the ears (TP9 and TP10).

The associated software, MuseLab, was used to record EEG signals and estimate band

powers.

On the other hand, ECG, GSR, and respiration signals were recorded by the D-Lab

software developed by Ergoneers. These were collected using the traditional intrusive

physiological sensors: solid gel foam electrodes were used for ECG and GSR to attach

sensors directly onto participants’ bodies.

Figure 3.6: Physiological sensors used in collecting EDD.

Subjective Questionnaires

In order to collect participants’ perceived cognitive workload level, they were asked to

complete three subjective questionnaires after each drive that contained different task-
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load: NASA-TLX [66], risk perception and Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME).

NASA-TLX has been commonly applied to measure the perceived workload of oper-

ators, pilots, and drivers. It is a multi-dimensional scale that considers five aspects of

the overall workload, which are all rated individually within a 100-points range (with

5-points steps). They are described to the participants as following:

• Mental Demand: How much mental and perceptual activity was required? Was the

task easy or demanding, simple or complex?

• Physical Demand: How much physical activity was required? Was the task easy or

demanding, slack or strenuous?

• Temporal Demand: How much time pressure did you feel due to the pace at which

the tasks or task elements occurred? Was the pace slow or rapid?

• Overall Performance: How successful were you in performing the task? How satis-

fied were you with your performance?

• Frustration Level: How irritated, stressed, and annoyed versus content, relaxed,

and complacent did you feel during the task?

• Effort: How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish

your level of performance?

After the raw ratings are obtained, the second part of NASA-TLX asks participants

to do pair-wise comparison between these sub-scales in terms of which one was more

demanding. The number of times chosen would become the weight for each sub-scale

when computing the final weighted NASA-TLX score.

The other two questionnaires only consist of one question in each. Risk perception

asks the participant to rate how risky he or she found the previous drive was with 10

discrete levels. RSME asks the participants to indicate how much effort it took for them

to complete the task on a continuous scale from 0 to 150.
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3.1.3 Secondary Task for Controlling Cognitive Load

The EDD features three levels of cognitive load modeled by a modified n-back task,

which is a auditory recall task with letter stimuli. The lowest cognitive load level was

collected when participants were driving with no n-back task presented, while the medium

and high cognitive load was collected from driving with 1-back tasks and 2-back tasks,

respectively. These two tasks were described to participants as following:

• 1-back: participants were asked to count the number of times two identical letters

appeared in pairs (e.g., “A, A”), and answer the count at the end;

• 2-back: participants were asked to count the number of times two identical letters

appeared in pairs with one letter in between (e.g., “A, B, A”), and answer the

count at the end.

The collection of EDD follows a paradigm that considers the presence and load-factor

of the n-back task determines the cognitive load of the participants. This subsection

explains what n-back tasks are, why this kind of task was chosen and how it was adapted

for accommodating the driving task and collection of physiological signals.

The n-back Task

In general, “n-back” refers to a family of continuous performance tasks that tests the

subject’s working memory. The core idea is that when presented with a sequence of

stimuli (e.g. numbers, letters, picture of objects) drawn randomly from a finite pool,

subjects should try to identify if the current stimulus matches the one presented n steps

ago.

For example, an audio 2-back task with letter stimuli could be an recording of someone

reading the following sequence of letters at a constant pace:

C B H H C A C B F B

And the subject is supposed to acknowledge that a 2-back pattern occurred when the

letters marked in bold were read.
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Since first introduced by Kirchner as a visuo-spatial task with four load factors (from

0-back to 3-back), this paradigm has been adapted and applied widely in the field of

neuroscience [67]. The performance of n-back was used as a measurement of work-

ing memory[68], which is directly related to cognitive load. More recently, n-back was

adapted in several driving studies as a mean of systematically increment the cognitive

load, and was introduced as “an evolving international procedure for grading cognitive

workload” [69].

The n-back tasks involves multiple cognitive processes that could be thought as ab-

straction of everyday tasks, such as perceiving and encoding the incoming stimuli, main-

taining and updating working memory, and analyzing the materials (e.g. deciding if the

current stimulus matches the one presented n steps ago, but not other ones). When the

value of load factor n increases, participants would need to maintain more items, which

makes the task more cognitively demanding. In this context, n-back task was consid-

ered to be a systematical way to impose higher cognitive task-load. The performance

(i.e. correct rate) of this task has been used to support that higher load factor n would

effectively increase the difficulty [17, 65].

Implementation and Adjustments

The modified n-back task used for collecting EDD followed similar methodology of the

previous n-back task used for driving studies [69]. In each task, participants listened

to a prerecorded series of 10 letters randomly drawn from a finite pool, and count the

appearance of the n-back pattern. Audio recordings that each contained a group of three

n-back tasks of the same load level were prepared beforehand (see illustration in Figure

3.7). At the very beginning of each recording, a brief introduction was provided to notify

the participants which type of n-back it is; also, at the end of each task group, another

notification was provided to let the participant know that the task had ended. These

recordings were presented in the Critical Periods of driving scenarios, during which the

driving environment were kept to be consistent across different experiment trials (see

subsection 3.1.4).

Instead of visual stimuli, the audio format was chosen to account for cognitive de-
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mands induced by the modern IVISs that minimizes visual or manual distractions [69].

This is also the case where driver inattention would be more challenging to detect, since

it is not associated with obvious behavioral cues.

In order to minimize the facial muscle movements that interfere with the EEG signals,

the n-back task used for EDD only requires participants to answer the total count of n-

back pattern occurrences at the end of each series. This is different from the ”delayed

digit recall (n-back) task” described in [69], where participants continuously recall and

answer the stimulus presented n steps ago, after every new stimulus. This modification

might result in higher cognitive demands since participants also needed to keep track of

the count, which is another item that needs to be cognitively maintained. To partially

accommodate this added difficulty, letters instead of numbers were used as the stimuli

to minimize the interference of remembering the stimuli and counting (e.g. avoid the

confusion of the count “1” and the stimulus “1” that appeared).

Training of the n-back tasks would be given in a non-driving condition first. Af-

ter an introductory explanation, example tasks that ensures participants understanding

and capability of this task were always completed. Furthermore, participants also went

through a “warm-up” drive during which they complete one group of 1-back and 2-back;

this provided more familiarization and helped them to stabilize their coping strategies

of multi-tasking during driving. This was added after an obvious suppression of vehicle

speed was observed in earlier drives of pilot participants. More details of this drive will

be provided near the end of Subsection 3.1.4.

Participant Engagement

Since participants in EDD only answered a count at the end of each modified n-back

task, it was impossible to accurately evaluate their correctness at detecting each single

n-back pattern. Participant’s engagement could strongly influence the effectiveness of the

n-back paradigm. There were four means to ensure a systematical increase of cognitive

load was achieved on participants:

1. Participant selection: With proficient driving skill and better cognitive ability
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of EDD’s participant group, it is reasonable to expect them to divert cognitive

resource to attend these secondary tasks (see 3.1.1).

2. Cash incentive: To encourage participants’ engagement, they were told that a

cash bonus ($14 CAD) would be rewarded based on their performance (see 3.1.1).

3. Proper training: Participants receive extensive training the tasks before the three

formal drives should prepare the participants sufficiently, avoiding the cases of

abandoning due to inability (see 3.1.4).

4. Consistent presentation circumstances: The presentation circumstances will

be controlled by preprogrammed driving scenarios, which avoided drastically dif-

ferences from the driving demand (see 3.1.4).

As a post-hoc validation, the effectiveness of the n-back model could be reflected by

self-reports (i.e. NASA-TLX) (see 3.3.1).

3.1.4 Scenario Design

Figure 3.7: Overview of experiment scenario arrangements. Note that the Critical Period
is where secondary tasks recordings could be presented, thus it corresponds to the “Task
Group” or “Task Recordings” in this illustration.

The driving course, traffic conditions, and timings for presenting n-back tasks were

all controlled by the preprogrammed miniSim scenarios. The same set of scenarios were
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used across all participants to achieve consistency, but the ordering of three scenarios for

each participants were counterbalanced in order to mitigate effects such as changes in

proficiency level.

As an overview, in each driving scenario, the participant followed a Lead Vehicle

(LV) at 40 Mph on a 4-lane urban route, which would not change lanes or make turns at

intersections, but was programmed to brake abruptly at specific moments. In order to

resemble a driving situation realistically, participants were instructed that the primary

task was to drive the External Vehicle (EV) normally, with all the regular safety measures.

The LV was introduced to participants as a friend’s car that is leading them to an

unfamiliar destination; thus, they were suggested to follow it with a reasonable gap.

Design Considerations: Control vs. Complexity

A key point of designing the driving scenarios was to minimize the variations introduced

from factors other than cognitive load, such that data for the targeted research objective

could be isolated. As shown in the illustrated overview of the eDREAM data collection

process (Figure 3.1), this corresponds to achieving the control of the workload from the

driving task, which should be a control variable of this experiment. Thus ideally, the

driving scenario should be consistent, but also not overly demanding that participants

could not spare attention to the added cognitive load. This was the reason behind using

a car-following scenario, as participants did not need to worry about finding routes,

changing lanes, or interacting with other vehicles. Therefore, it helped satisfying the

objective of controlling the workload from the driving part and minimizing the differences

between individual driving styles. In addition, the LV was designed to brake abruptly in

order to collect the subjects’ reaction time under different cognitive load levels.

Originally, the experiment used a single 40-minute scenario with different levels of

cognitive loads induced during several segments of the route. However, pilot testing

reflected that there was no need to pay attention to the overall driving situation, since

this design eliminates possibilities of cars on the other lanes or at the intersections (see

the “Deprecated” scenarios in Table 3.1). Participants only needed to maintain the

speed and lane position of the EV, which was quite an unnatural driving situation and
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could easily make participants drowsy. Furthermore, this also made it unlikely to obtain

data of the targeted high cognitive load states, as this driving condition leaves plenty

of mental resources available for secondary tasks. Therefore, creating a more realistic

driving scenarios that impose reasonable workload themselves becomes another major

design objective.

To address the problems encountered above, new scenarios were made with higher

complexity. In the final implementation, each participant completed three 10-minute

scenarios on a 4-lane urban route with multiple intersections. During the Critical Pe-

riods where the recordings of n-back tasks could be played (see Figure 3.7), variations

introduced from factors other than cognitive load was minimized. There were two Critical

Periods in each drive, residing in the later two straight segments of the route (as shown

in Figure 3.8); the curved section in between acted as a break that resets participants

cognitive states to avoid fatigue or stress (following the implementation in previous driv-

ing studies [69]). Outside of the Critical Periods, there could be higher variations, such

as road curvatures, different LV behavior, and more interesting situations at the intersec-

tions (e.g. left-turning vehicles). Details of the final implementation will be introduced

in the next subsections.

Table 3.1: Comparison of Driving Scenarios

Road Conditions Ambient Traffics LV Behavior

Scenario
Critical
Periods

Curves
Red

Lights
Crossing/
Merging

Traveling
Beside

Intense
Braking

Slow

Deprecated
Outside  � � � # �
Inside  � � �  �

Training -  #    �
Warm-up -       

Formal
Far away       
Nearby  # # # # #
Inside # # # #  #

Notes about symbols:  means the condition was actively presented; # means the condition
was controlled or not presented; � means the condition was virtually not possible to happen (as
perceived by participants).
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The Driving Environment

A miniSim map with an urban 4-lane road was customized for this experiment (see Figure

3.8). It consists of three straight segments separated by two curved ones in between. Each

straight segment lasted approximately 2 to 3 minutes (depending on the actual speed at

which the participant was driving), while the curved segments were approximately 45

seconds long. This map was designed to allow the placement of two Critical Periods on

the later two straight segments of the road. The curves introduced higher demand in

vehicle control, which was necessary to avoid tiresome and boredom from an driving route

with only straight roads. Static elements like buildings, billboards and cars parked on

the side lane created some point of interests that might attract participants to observe,

and made the driving scenario look more interesting.

Figure 3.8: Illustration of a formal experiment scenario (map is not to scale). The
driving route contained straight and curved segments. The green dotted portions of the
map identified the data segments, within which all conditions are controlled such that
changes of cognitive task-load could be isolated. The secondary task’s audios (marked
by yellow brackets on the side) lasted slightly longer than the data segment. Example
placement of braking events were also marked in black crosses, note that this is changed
in different drives. Traffic lights were always green during data segments.

By design, participants would not be interfered by other objects in the scenarios

except the LV and some traffic lights. Nonetheless, light ambient traffics (e.g. vehicles

driving in other lanes or waiting at intersections) and pedestrians were still added. These

not only makes the scenarios more realistic, but also encouraged participants to pay
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more attention to observe the peripheral environment, or they might completely negate

common driving tasks such as mirror checking. There were some variations in placements

of the vehicles and objects across the three scenarios to make them more realistic. But

during the Critical Periods, these elements were all controlled to impose a similar, low

demand on participants. This was achieved by only placing vehicles driving on the

opposite direction, and ensuring the traffic lights to always be green within all Critical

Periods. The arrangement of traffic elements is also demonstrated in Table 3.1).

The Lead Vehicle’s Behavior

The LV was programmed to brake intensively at particular moments of the scenarios, and

the participants’ reaction times were collected test participants’ responsiveness to haz-

ardous events under different cognitive load levels. Specifically, the LV were programmed

to brake once during each Critical Period: either during the first task or the third task

(always different within the same drive). Thus there were a total of 2 braking events

for each cognitive load level. Note that this also reduces the amount of data samples

where the influence cognitive load could be isolated, since the segments that contained

braking events should be removed from this type of analysis. There were also several

braking events deliberately placed randomly outside of the Critical Periods, such that

participants were encouraged to pay attention to the LV throughout the drive.

To minimize the variation in braking events’ demanding level, the LV was programmed

to always automatically adjust itself to create a 2-sec time gap between the EV. This

means that within a predetermined range (i.e. 30 Mph to 50 Mph), the LV would

decelerate and try to shrink the gap if the participant slowed down, and vise versa. The

actual time gaps achieved at the onset of LV’s braking events could vary due to vehicle

dynamics.

Preparation Drives

In addition to the three data-collection (or ”formal”) drives, participants needed to com-

plete two preparation drives beforehand to ensure proper familiarization.

Placed at the beginning of the whole experiment, the ”training” drive was the first
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time participants were introduced to the driving simulator and the primary driving task

of this experiment (i.e. following the LV at 40 Mph through an urban area). As a

beginning, it was designed to be very simple such that participants could get accustomed

to the rendered graphics and disappearance of the force of deceleration/acceleration.

This was especially useful for people who were prone to motion sickness. Also during the

training drive, guided by the investigators’ explanations, participants experienced the LV

mechanism of always trying to keep a ”constant” time gap with them, therefore when

their speed decreases the distance gap would seem to decrease, and vice versa. This helps

to alleviate the fear of keeping a 2-second gap with the LV, which was closer than some

people’s preference and might be unsafe in a real-world driving situations. Participants

were suggested to keep around the 40 Mph speed limit, under which condition the gap

would feel more comfortable. In addition, the LV braking events would be introduced

in the later half of the training drive. There were multiple braking events for them to

practice the operation of the EV in miniSim. They were free to ask any questions during

this drive; although investigators would not answer with exact implementation detail,

they could guide them to keep a reasonable speed and respond for braking events, which

usually alleviate the strangeness of driving on simulator. The training drive could last

for as long as 15 minutes, but it could be ended earlier if the participants felt comfortable

with all the driving conditions.

A ”warm-up” drive would be completed after the training for n-back tasks and setup

of all sensors (see Table 3.2 for the experiment procedure). Before introducing this drive,

the pilot participants were observed to be more conservative during the first drive and

maintains a lower average speed (no matter what cognitive load level it was). This was

because even though they received proper training for the n-back task alone, multitasking

it during driving requires more practice and familiarization such that they stabilized the

coping strategy. The warm-up scenario contained a group of three 1-back tasks and a

group of three 2-back tasks, also appeared during the Critical Periods as in the formal

drives. This provided the needed practice and helped participants to feel less nervous

or stressed during the actual Critical Periods (especially the first drive). On the other

hand, there have been observations from the pilot testings that subjects might become
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more attentive to the driving task during the n-back tasks (as compared to other no-

task segments) as they anticipated abrupt braking events of the LV. To alleviate this

difference, the warm-up drive contained more LV braking behaviors and diverse traffic

situations to encourage participants to always pay attention to the driving environment

(see Table 3.1 for comparisons). More specifically, frequent braking events were presented

in a group of n-back tasks to minimize participants’ anticipation of the systematic nature

of braking events that were going to happen in the formal drives (i.e. once in every task

group, or once in every straight segments of the road). To make it most effective, the

warm-up drive was presented as the first out of four formal drives participants needed to

complete. Finally, participants were also introduced to the NASA-TLX questionnaire,

Risk Perception questionnaire and Rate Scale Mental Effort questionnaire at the end of

the warm-up drive.

3.1.5 Experiment Flow

As last subsection about data collection methodology, the experiment flow is presented

here to tie-in all the elements mentioned in the above subsections. The experiment steps

and time allocations are summarized in Table 3.2.

Prior to the experiment, investigators must arrive approximately 20 minutes earlier

to ensure everything were prepared accordingly: all computers and softwares must be

started, sensors and cameras must be taken out from storage and placed at designated

locations. Connectivity, battery level and relay program should also be checked. If

scenario files that matches the current counterbalanced order were not produced, then

new ones should be made by modifying previous files. Consent forms, cash and receipt

were also prepared at this time.

Upon participant’s arrival, the first thing was to verify eligibility and obtain consents.

Then, the participant went through a training drive to get used to the driving on the

simulator. They also practiced the primary driving task, as they following the lead

vehicle at a 2-second time gap and experienced lead vehicle braking as it would happen

in the later drives. If the participant did not experience severe motion sickness and

wish to continue, they were then given written and oral instructions on the modified
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n-back task and practiced it without driving. This ensured that they fully understood

and were capable of doing the n-back task. Physiological sensors were then placed on

the participants and the eye tracker was calibrated.

Next, participants were told they would complete four formal drives, while only the

later three drives were formal data collection drives that contained Critical Periods.

The first drive was designed to be an additional “warm-up” drive, where they could

familiarize performing the n-back tasks while driving. The participants were told that

this was an formal drive in order to minimize their anticipation of where and when lead

vehicle braking events were to occur in the experimental drives, since the placements are

drastically different between formal and warm-up drives.

Finally, participants went on to complete the three formal driving scenarios. The

order of presenting cognitive load levels followed predetermined counterbalanced orders.

Subjective questionnaires were were given during the 5-minute break after each drive. At

the end of the experiment, participants were debriefed and received their payment.

3.2 Data Description

With the methodology described in the previous section, EDD have recorded various

types of signals from a total of 37 participants. This section provides more details on the

resulted dataset, and explains how it will be used to investigate research questions of the

current study.

3.2.1 Data Labeling and Focus Periods

There are three levels of cognitive task load introduced in EDD: no-task (low), 1-back

(medium), and 2-back (high). Amongst all the collected data, the most interesting pe-

riods are when the effect of cognitive load could be isolated. Several experimental con-

ditions should be considered when finding these focus periods. These conditions are

recorded as part of the driving simulator’s log and later extracted as into “meta-data”
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Table 3.2: Data Collection Experiment Steps

Step and Description Time

Prepare the data collection system: Start all data recording
systems, assemble physiological sensors, battery check

10:00

Arrange other necessities: Ensure scenarios, forms and cash
were ready

10:00

Meeting the participant: Greeting, introducing the experiment,
and signing consent form

10:00

Training drive: Introduce the driving simulator, driving condi-
tions, and braking events

15:00

n-back training: Introduce the secondary cognitive task and allow
practise

20:00

Break: Allow participants to use washroom before attaching sen-
sors

5:00

Sensors setup: Calibrate the faceLAB eye-tracker and attach
EEG, ECG, GSR, and RESP sensors

30:00

Warm-up drive: With a group of 1-back and a group of 2-back 10:00
Break: Complete the subjective questionnaires, refresh 5:00
First formal drive: Task condition following a predetermined
counterbalanced order

10:00

Break: Complete the subjective questionnaires, refresh 5:00
Second formal drive: Task condition following a predetermined
counterbalanced order

10:00

Break: Complete the subjective questionnaires, refresh 5:00
Third formal drive: Task condition following a predetermined
counterbalanced order

10:00

Break: Complete the subjective questionnaires, refresh 5:00
Debriefing: Remove sensors, concluding remarks, payment and
collect receipt

10:00

Contingency: Extra time for unexpected problems (e.g. sensor
calibration) or delays (e.g. longer break time)

30:00

Cleaning up: Dissemble physiological sensors, turn-off all data
recording systems, battery charging

10:00

Total time 3:30:00

files to facilitate easier query. An example meta-data recording is plotted in Figure 3.9.

By experimental design, two 1.5-minute Critical Periods were allocated in each drive,

which are time slots for placing n-back recordings; road curves or other external incidents

would not be presented during these times and thus impact of cognitive load could be

isolated. In Figure 3.9, this corresponds to the dotted-blue signal. However, these Critical
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Figure 3.9: Experiment conditions recorded in meta-data files from a single drive.

Periods also contained the introduction and ending of each audio recording (also shown

in Figure 3.7), as well as the gaps participants answered to the previous task and waited

for the next task to start. For 1-back and 2-back scenarios, participants were likely to

be more attentive to driving during these gaps, since they wanted to compensate the

degraded driving performance during neighboring tasked periods. Furthermore, there

were no added cognitive load demands during these times. Therefore, to be more precise,

these portions should also be trimmed, meaning that only the segments where the letter

sequences were played will be focused. This is marked as positive “Task Condition” in

Figure 3.9. Each n-back task consists of 10 letters, presented at a rate of 2.25 seconds

per letter, which makes each focus periods to be 25-second long. In the no-task scenarios,

corresponding segments could be found and used for analysis.

In the end, because there are three tasks in each Critical Period and two Critical

Periods per drive, there are 6 focus periods in each drive. Furthermore, analysis might

consider excluding the braking events since they could pose significantly affect the par-

ticipants, which could possibly override the effect of cognitive load. This could be easily

achieved with the information available from the meta-data.

3.2.2 Visual Observations

There are two sources of visual information. The estimated results from the eye-tracker

will be used for simulation studies, with the data gathered from the color cameras as

complementary data. Their specific usages will be explained in detail when reporting
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these phases. Below are some technical specifications of the raw data.

Eye Tracking Data

Eye tracking data was collected using faceLAB 5.0, which was described in details in

3.1.2. For each participant, the camera model, head model and screen model were al-

ways re-calibrated according to the sitting position of the participant to ensure the data

quality. However, for some participants, the eye tracker still failed to work well. Three

participants (P1, P08, P18) did not have valid eye-tracking results at all.

A single faceLAB recording consists of five output files that contains different types

of information:

• The “time” file: experiment timing information (not used).

• The “head” file: head position, rotation and other related information.

• The “eye” file: eye closure, blinking, eyeball center and raw gaze data (rotation

angle).

• The “face” file: facial feature points in 3D world coordinate.

• The “world” file: gaze intersection with items defined in the world (i.e. centre

screen, right/left screens or dashboard).

faceLAB has an official “Output Data Reference Guide” that explains the data that

are stored in each columns of each files. For most variables (e.g. blinking, gaze inter-

section), there are data for left eye, right eye and vergence, which in the cases of many

participants could be different.

faceLAB was synced with the miniSim driving simulator, meaning that its frame num-

ber is forwarded to miniSim and stored in the DAQ files, in the field called ET frame num.

However, it may not be very stable at the very beginning of the data recording (see an

example in Figure ??), possibly caused by miniSim’s initialization process: the log may

have started before it started receiving eye tracking information. Thus when syncing, it

is advised to look at the data after it is stabilized. It would not affect the data segments

where n-back tasks played.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B_aTk0blsYqrWjN6ZTNfQnN5OTg
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Video Recordings

Three cameras were used in experiments: a GoPro camera that store video recording in

its own SD card and two Logitech webcams (C920 and C930) that feeds video inputs into

D-Lab recordings. They are approximately 27 degrees right-yaw, 12 degrees left-yaw and

12 degrees upper-pitch to the participant’s face, respectively. Example frames from the

camera are shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Video frames from three different cameras. From left to right, they are from
GoPro, Logitech C930 and Logitech C920.

As mentioned above, there were some technical limitations that caused instability in

D-Lab video recordings. Thus, the GoPro camera was added after the 6th participant to

ensure there would be a reliable copy of video recording, which became the primary source

of video data. GoPro camera outputs three files for each recording with the same name

and different extensions: “.mp4”, “.lrv” and “.thm”. The latter two files are auxiliary

files generated automatically by GoPro, which are essentially a low-resolution video file

and a thumbnail image file. The main MP4 videos have the following format:

• Video encoding standard = h264 (High), yuvj420p

• Resolution = 720x480

• Frame-per-second (fps) = 29.97

• Audio encoding standards = AAC-LC, 48000 Hz
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3.3 Effectiveness of the Experiment Design

The research hypothesis for the data collection phase is that the participants’ cognitive

load would be effectively changed with the above experiment methodology. In order to

validate the resulted data collected using our experiment design, we examine two common

measurements that are representative of cognitive load changes: subjective ratings from

NASA-TLX and physiological responses. This section presents unprocessed raw data,

which could result in non-ideal distributions (e.g. unexpected outliers) in some of the

cases.

3.3.1 Perceived Workload and Mental Demand

NASA-TLX was collected immediately after each 10-minute drive. The final weighted

score represents the perceived workload of the drive, which could also be used to suggest

the participant’s overall engagement. In addition, the ”Mental Demand” sub-scale will

also be considered as an indication of effectiveness of the cognitive secondary tasks. In

order to show the overall distribution, box and whisker plots are produced for the whole

participant group (see Figure 3.11). In addition, the differences between two incremental

task-load conditions (i.e. 1-back vs. no-task, 2-back vs. no-task and 2-back vs. 1-back)

are also computed for each participants and illustrated.

Figure 3.11: The distributions and differences due to incremental task-load levels of (a)
weighted NASA-TLX scores and (b) Mental Demand. The boxes extend from the lower
to upper quartile, with a line at the median. The whiskers extend until 1.5 times of the
interquartile range. The actual sample points are overlaid on the plots.

There is an obvious increasing trend in both the distribution of the overall NASA-
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TLX score and the Mental Demand score, suggesting that the incremental load was

indeed effective. However, the range of ratings for the same load can deviate significantly

across individuals: some of the participants gave a lower rating for the 2-back drive than

other’s no-task drive. This is very likely caused by individual differences in completing

subjective ratings, but could also be a reflection of individual capability.

To remove this strong individual effect, the relative differences between the ratings are

considered (second row of Figure 3.11). Overall speaking, the subjective rating differences

between a higher and a lower task-load were positive. Most participants do found 1-back

and 2-back was higher task-load than the no-task drive, except for a few outliers (the

negative sample points). However, several participants considered the difference between

2-back and 1-back was not that significant, especially in the case of Mental Demand.

3.3.2 Physiological Responses

Subjective measurements could be biased or inaccurate, as participants might voluntarily

give a higher rating for the more difficult tasks, and are only evaluated after the whole

drive was completed. Physiological responses do not have these problems as they are

objectively measured and obtained continuously as the task performs. Two of the popular

measurement to indicate workload are the heart rate and skin conductance (i.e. sweat)

level. They were also employed in previous driving studies and showed a consistent

increasing trend under higher cognitive workload [70, 65]. EEG is another attractive

option, however it is very complicated and its responses is less discussed in this field.

Here, we simply look at the average heart rate and GSR across each participant’s three

task-load conditions. Similar to above, the differences are also presented. Participants

that did not have valid signal recordings are excluded for analysis.

As shown in Figure 3.12, there is still an increasing trend in the distributions of

these two measurements. However, there are more participants who did not get an

expected positive difference when the task-load was higher, especially for GSR. This

might be attributed to the unreliability of this signal, as the sensors are attached to

participant’s foot and might come loose without noticing. It was also unexplained why

some participants’ GSR values were low (around 2 µSiemens), while others were always
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Figure 3.12: The distributions and differences due to incremental task-load levels of (a)
heart rate and (b) GSR. The boxes extend from the lower to upper quartile, with a line
at the median. The whiskers extend until 1.5 times of the interquartile range. The actual
sample points are overlaid on the plots.

higher than 10 µSiemens.

On the other hand, heart rate were measured using ECG, whose quality could be

visibly examined by looking for the obvious hear beat pattern during each experiment

session. It was considered to be more reliable. While 2-back was successful in most cases

at increasing the heart rate when compared to the no-task condition, other comparisons

do not give as obvious conclusion.

3.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduced the evaluation dataset. Details of the data collection campaign

are provided, which include technical details of the visual apparatus that were employed,

and how the cognitive load conditions were achieved. Then, the collected data are de-

scribed.

Distributions of the perceived workload and physiological responses are illustrated in

box and whisker plots to show how effective were the n-back tasks and the experiment

methodology. It was confirmed that the participants engagement was good, and they

perceived higher workload and mental demand with more difficult n-back task. However

their arousal level might not differ as much. Another observation is that the differences

between each neighboring levels (i.e. 1-back vs. no-task, and 2-back vs. 1-back) are less

significant.



Chapter 4

Estimating Cognitive Load with

Visual Attention

Using the eye-tracking modality from the eDREAM dataset, we explore if visual atten-

tion patterns could be exploited to build driver cognitive load estimation system. The

experiment presented in this chapter follows a similar logistic progression as previous

literatures (as reviewed in Chapter 2). The detection of cognitive load level is framed as

a classification problem, for which a model would be trained with machine learning ap-

proaches. Hand-crafted features to describe the direction and intensity of visual attention

are proposed based on previous domain knowledge connecting eye-related measures with

driver’s cognitive load. Several commonly applied classification algorithms, including

k-nearest-neighbor (KNN), support vector machine (SVM), decision tree with AdaBoost

and Random Forest, are explored and compared for constructing the predictive classifi-

cation model. Hyper-parameter selection is conducted with 5-fold cross validation (CV)

when necessary. Then, the models are evaluated with another CV process to investigate

the generalization performance.

With the encouraging results reported from previous studies, this research is devel-

oping towards a practical system. Therefore, the proposed solution should satisfy the

potential requirements of functioning in real-time, and across different users. These

requirements influences the modeling and evaluation methodologies. To evaluate the

success of one such system, the metric and testing data should all be chosen with consid-

70
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the simulation experiment. In this setup, the performance of the
proposed system is evaluated based on the testing set that is held out from the training
process. This is different to a practical machine learning framework depicted in Figure
2.2, where the performance is evaluated after the system is deployed and completely new
data are given for classification.

erations specific to the domain; but as mentioned in Subsection 2.2.3, previous studies in

this field are inconsistent in this aspect. In this experiment, special attention is directed

towards discussing different evaluation procedures with three data splitting strategies.

The result of the experiment is discussed for improving the system design as well as

general recommendations in applying machine learning tools to model complicated, de-

pendent data.

The key questions are the choices of input features and modeling techniques. Di-

rect eye-tracker results will be used to provide the basis for extracting visual attention

information, but the features are designed to be more suitable for practical implementa-

tion. This report will compare various machine learning approaches, and the evaluation

process and associated problems are discussed.
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4.1 Experiment Overview

An overview of this experiment is provided in Figure 4.1, which is a simulation of deploy-

ing a predictive model for estimating driver cognitive load in real-time using machine

learning approaches (as depicted in Figure 2.2). The main difference from these two

setups is that in simulation, testing set is only a subset held-out from the training set

(which were collected together); but in real deployment, the model is tested with new,

unseen data.

Inputs to our proposed system are raw, time-series signals x obtained from the face-

LAB recordings included in the EDD dataset. It encompasses multiple channels that

are useful for extracting eye closure and gaze direction information. The ground-truth

cognitive load level, y, is retrieved based on the task conditions presented during the

focus periods (as defined in Section 3.2.1) from where the raw signals were collected.

Specifically speaking, in this experiment, the ground-truth labels are:

y =


Low, if subject is driving with no n-back tasks

Medium, if subject is driving while performing 1-back

High, if subject is driving while performing 2-back

(4.1)

During the machine learning process, the target labels are denoted in the form of

numerical labels 0, 1, 2 for low, medium and high cognitive load levels. In the ensuing

analysis, the classifier modeling and evaluation are pursued with both 3-class and binary

setups. In the binary case, only the low and high cognitive load cases are considered.

On the other hand, the raw signals x would be processed using the feature extraction

method introduced in Section 4.2 to obtain four meta-features for describing subject’s

visual attention. They are called meta-features because they are obtained over several

levels of information reduction, interpretation and summarization (over sliding time win-

dows). Meta-features extracted from the same time window are concatenated into one

feature vector to form a input instance (X) for the classification model; it is coupled with

the label y, marking the cognitive load level presented during the current time window.

With the input instances formed by extracted meta-features and ground-truth labels,
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various supervised machine learning algorithms are applied to build the classification

models using a subset of all available instances (training set). By comparing the perfor-

mance of these models on classifying unseen data samples (testing set), recommendations

could be made for choosing a better alternative for feature extraction or model devel-

opment. The overall performance of the best setup would be taken as an indication of

how promising the proposed system could function. In this experiment, we also investi-

gate how the different strategies for partitioning the dataset into training and testing set

during the CV process would influence these results.

4.1.1 Data Selection

As described in Chapter 3, EDD was collected with the goal of isolating the effect of

different cognitive load levels on the participants, which was best ensured during the

focus periods (see Section 3.2.1). In this experiment, eye-tracking data from the focus

periods with no-task, 1-back task and 2-back task would be extracted and labeled with

low, medium and high cognitive loads. In addition, a 50-second period at the beginning

of each drive is also used to compute reference values for each individuals (see Subsection

4.2.2 for how it is used). The rest of dataset are not considered in this experiment.

Furthermore, some of the participants were excluded from this experiment due to

problems experienced during the data collection process. They had one of the following

problems (the excluded participants’ identification numbers are noted in the brackets):

• Missing all or partial eye-tracking data because of setup failure (P1, P18)

• Self-reporting a lower workload through NASA-TLX as the level of cognitive task

increased (P3, P31)

• Exhibiting obvious fatigue symptoms during the data collection experiment, such

as drooping eye-lids and drifting away from the lane (P17)

Although removing noisy/unreliable periods or outliers could beneficial, this experi-

ment is conducted without this additional preprocessing step. Without these exclusions,
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the employed dataset represents a more realistic and practical condition, which in turn

is also more challenges in developing the cognitive load monitoring system.

4.2 Meta-Features

As an early step of driver cognitive load monitoring system, feature extraction is per-

formed to extract information embedded in the raw inputs. This experiment explores

meta-features that are designed to capture two types of visual attention attributes: di-

rection and intensity. The meta-features are listed and described in Table 4.1. The

duration and count of gaze-off-center actions during a 10-second time window are es-

timated to capture the directional variation of visual attention; gaze-off-center actions

could include incidents like checking the speedometer, mirrors, or any peripheral areas

that exceeds a predefined center region. On the other hand, the duration and count of

eye closure (EC) actions are included to indicate increase or decrease of visual attention

intensity.

Table 4.1: Meta-Features for Summarizing Visual Behaviors in Time Windows

Notation Description Unit Median2 IQR2

XGD DUR

Total duration of gaze-off-center: number of
frames that the gaze direction (GD) is deviated
from the reference direction by more than the
threshold thresGD.

# of
frames1

70 (33, 121)

XGD CNT
Count of gaze-off-center times: number of times
GD crossed thresGD.

N/A 8 (4, 12)

XEC DUR

Total duration of eye closure (EC): number of
frames that EC is greater than the threshold
thresEC .

# of
frames1

26 (12, 48)

XEC CNT
Count of blinking times: number of times EC
crossed thresGD.

N/A 12 (6, 20)

Note1: The frequency of sample collection is 60 Hz.
Note2: The median and IQR (interquartile range) columns show values before doing any stan-
dardization. The time window is 10-second long. In the current implementation, thresEC = 0.50,
thresGD = 0.15
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These meta-features are proposed based on previous findings. As reviewed in Section

2.1, added cognitive load were consistently found to result in concentrated gaze and

increased blinking. These findings motivated the current experiment as well as several

previous studies (see Section 2.2.2) to classify cognitive load using features based on gaze

direction (GD) and eye closure (EC) measurements. Two summarization methods, count

and duration, are used to describe occurrences of actions checking the overall environment

(indicated by gaze-off-center) or loss of visual attention (indicated by large eye closures).

These two summarization methods were previously applied to describe similar events like

blink or gaze entries to regions, but they were seldom applied jointly for the same event

(e.g. it is more often to see use of blink frequency than together with blink duration).

The XEC DUR feature in this study is very similar to the PERCLOS metric, which

is the percentage of time that the eye closure exceeds certain extend (e.g. 70% or 80%)

in one minute [33]. The difference between these two measurements mainly lies in the

time window and thresholding values used for calculation, which are a lot shorter (10-

second) and lower (50%) for XEC DUR. PERCLOS was compared against blink metrics

for assessing fatigue during driving, and was found to be more robust and coherent. The

advantage could be attributed to use of fuzzier criteria, as it would allow more events than

blinking (such as eye-lid “drooping”) to contribute to the prediction. For this reason,

XEC DUR instead of blink duration is employed in this experiment. This also motivates

the use of gaze-off-center for assessing the visual attention diversion: XGD DUR could be

viewed as computing the portion of time that the gaze direction is diverted from the

predefined center.

In addition to the duration summarizations, the number of times the interested

events occurred within the time window are also counted as the other two meta-features:

XEC CNT and XGD CNT . These would contain additional information to reflect if the

actions were taken rapidly or slowly (e.g. checking the speedometer once for several

seconds, or checking it shortly for several times).

Though the background rationale supporting the feature choice is consistent for this

study as well as previous studies, the specific meta-features could differ (previously em-

ployed features were summarized in Table 2.2). Choices of using one meta-feature rather
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than another (e.g. SD of gaze rotation angle v.s. duration of gaze-off-center) were seldom

explicitly discussed. This reflects the uncertainty and difficulty in translating an observed

pattern into hand-crafted quantitative measures. Furthermore, in previous studies, the

reason for employing slightly different meta-features for the same symptom could be due

to the data collection setup, such as the specific driving environment. For example, when

calculating for gaze intersection with items or gaze entries to regions, the specification

of key items (e.g. mirrors or speedometer) or non-center regions could differ consider-

ably between a single-screen simulator setup and a real driving cabin setup. This posed

obstacles in employing certain features across setups.

The proposed meta-features are designed to be easy to estimate from any visual signals

and setup, including tracking information from videos using more recent advancements

(as reviewed in Section 2.3). They could be estimated in any data collection environment,

without presuming locations of key objects (e.g. speedometer), which is a huge advantage

for real-world application. Using features based on event occurrence rather than the

specific characteristics of continuous-values signals also relaxes the demand in raw signal

quality, thus could potentially increase the robustness and availability of the overall

estimation.

4.2.1 Feature Extraction Method

In order to obtain the meta-features, the raw input signals undergo several steps of

transformation as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The raw signals for the EC meta-features are

the eye closure values estimated by faceLAB eye-tracker. It is a numerical value ranging

from 0 to 1 indicating the fraction of eye closure:

xEC = 1 − eyelid distance

iris size
, (4.2)

where eyelid distance is the distance between top and bottom eyelids, and iris size is

the iris size, which is 12mm by default.

For the GD metafeatures, the raw signals are the gaze rotation estimated from face-
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Figure 4.2: Feature extraction pipeline. The raw signals were collected at 60 Hz using
the faceLAB eye-tracker employed during the data collection. It is preprocessed and
interpreted at several different levels.

LAB. The values are the Euler angles measured in radians for rotation around the x-axis

(pitch) and y-axis (yaw) of faceLAB’s world coordinate (as illustrated in 3.4):

xGD = [XGD,pitch, XGD,yaw] (4.3)

= [arccos(
√
u2x + u2z), arccos(

√
u2y)], (4.4)

where ~u = [ux, uy, uz] is the unit vector pointing from pupil center to the object being

looked at in world coordinate .

At each sampling frame, the raw measurements are produced for each individual eye.

They are reduced into one value per measurement by taking the weighted average value.

faceLAB also reports each eye’s estimation confidence and gaze tracking quality level.

These are used as the weights to reduce the signals measured from each eye into a single

channel.

Next, occurrence of interested eye-states could be interpreted on the segment level.

Two kinds of eye-states, large eye closure and gaze-off-center, are explored in the current

experiment. To account for eye closure events, the measurement that indicates more

than 50% of iris being covered would be binarized to 1; otherwise, it would be binarizaed
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to 0. For gaze direction, the threshold value would be binarized to 1 if the deviation

from the mean gaze direction in any direction exceeded the threshold, and would be

binarized to 0 otherwise. Currently, both horizontal and vertical direction uses the same

threshold, which is 0.15 radian (approximately 8.6 degrees). The reference gaze direction

is usually not 0 radian because of the placement of eye-tracker cameras (as shown in

Figure 4.3), and it is estimated on the reference data of each participant 1. Figure

4.3 illustrates an example of the reduction and thresholding process. Looking at inferred

visual action based on the behavioral signals means that some detailed information could

be overlooked; however, the assumption is that most useful information should still be

kept at this coarser level.

After getting the estimation of interested events, attributes could be summarized at

the window level. Two kinds of attributes are considered: how long the interested events

were presented, and how many times the even happened. These are referred as duration

and count of a certain event. The duration could be obtained by summing the binarized

signal across the current window, while count could be calculated by counting how many

times the binarized signal changes values.

The window length and overlapping ratio need to be predetermined. Because behav-

ioral events like eye closure or gaze-off-center usually occurs once every couple seconds,

a time window that is more than a few seconds is required. As discussed in Subsection

2.2.2, although the system could look as far in the past as the computation/storage al-

lows, it is still generally desirable to have the smaller time windows for the sake of data

validity. Currently, a 10-second window is chosen. For each participant, the data seg-

ments with the same cognitive load level is concatenated into one, large segment in order

to avoid losing too much data at the edges (i.e. the window rolls to the next available

segment automatically). Figure 4.4 shows an example of the extracted feature values (in

red) and the thresholded signals (in blue). After this, the extracted features are further

down-sampled by every 60 frames, corresponding to generating one input instance every

1 This information represents the prior knowledge of the subjects’ behavioral characteristics. In real-
life, this might be obtained per each driver either as available records or from an initialization period.
Currently in this experiment, this is obtained as the statistics describing the whole trimmed data from
the subject.
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Figure 4.3: Examples of data reduction and thresholding results of a single focus period.
Eye closure, horizontal gaze direction and vertical gaze direction are plotted from top to
bottom. The raw signals from left and right eyes (“raw 0” and “raw 1”) are plotted with
light green and yellow lines, while the samples quality is plotted with scattered points
of the same color. Each pair of raw signals are reduced into one single signal (in solid
black lines), and the thresholded value is in black dotted lines (labeled “thres”). Note
that for gaze direction, both pitch and yaw signals would be combined to obtain a single
thresholded value, thus the “thres” signals in the second and third plot are identical. The
“ref” signal in red is the eye-tracker generated detection of blinking for the first plot, and
eyes-off-center (obtained based on the estimated gaze intersection item (see Subsection
3.1.2) for the second and third plot.
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Figure 4.4: Example of XECDUR and XGDDUR (in red) from Participant 07, calculated
based on the thresholded signals (in blue). The raw signals (in light yellow, green and
blue) are also plotted. Each row shows a segment of data from a different cognitive load:
low, medium and high. The feature values’ vertical axis are on the right.

second as the signals are 60 Hz. This setup is equivalent to an overlapping ratio of 90%.

4.2.2 Subject-level Standardization

After feature extraction, the resulted data could already be fed into the classification

models. The box plots of the resulted data points is provided in the first row of Figure

4.5. This can reflect the inter-subject variation of each subjects’ behavior characteristic.

For example, the common blink rate could differ because of biological differences (such as

drier eyes), and attentiveness to observing the external environment could vary between

driving styles. This could pose trouble for subject-independent analysis.

In order to alleviate the problem of individual differences, each subjects’ data are

standardized according to their own statistical characteristics 1. A common way of stan-

dardization is to remove mean and scale by SD. In the current experiment, it is actually

performed by removing median and scale by inter quantile range (IQR), which makes

the standardization more robust against outliers. The resulted data point distribution

is shown in the second row of Figure 4.5. It could be read as the relative value of one’s

performance, which should be zero-median after the standardization.

From the boxes and whistles in Figure 4.5, we could identify a slight increasing trend

for eye closure related features, and a decreasing trend for gaze direction related features.
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Figure 4.5: Box plots of the four extracted meta-features over the whole population under
each cognitive load condition: eye closure duration, eye closure frequency, gaze duration,
and gaze direction frequency. The first and second row are the results before and after
subject-level standardization. Each box marks the range between first and third quartile,
and the median is marked by an orange horizontal line within the box. The upper and
lower whiskers reach 1.5 times of IQR beyond boundary of the box. The box plots are
generated with all feature values across all subjects, but the overlaid scatter points show
the median of each subjects’ data to indicate the individual differences.

This matches the expectation that under higher cognitive loads, blinks would increase

and peripheral/instrumental checks would decrease. Instead of the actual data points,

the color-coded scattered points presents the median of each subject’s data points with

the purpose of exploring individual differences.

4.3 Classification Algorithms

Due to the lack of strong domain knowledge to build rule-based model, machine learning

algorithms that could discover the underlying structure of data should be explored for

detecting driver cognitive load [31]. As reviewed in Section 2.2.3, a variety of classifi-

cation algorithms were already experimented previously for detecting driver’s cognitive

distractions. The principle rationale between different classification models could differ

significantly. However, comparing to theoretical arguments, the superiority of the chosen
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classification algorithm were more often verified empirically through evaluation results.

For this reason, this experiment also explores a few existing machine learning algo-

rithms that were found promising for handling the current problem. Five classification

algorithms are considered: k-nearest neighbor (KNN), Logistic Regression (LR), Support

Vector Machines (SVM), AdaBoost, and Random Forest. The logistic behind these al-

gorithms were provided in Section 2.2.3. This section focuses more on specifying details

of the training methodologies and range of hyper-parameters.

The simulation is implemented as Python programs, and the Scikit-learn library is

applied for all of the classification algorithms [71]. This library also contains useful

functions for performing evaluations and cross validations. Other necessary tools used in

this experiment includes the Numpy and Matplotlib libraries in Python, which handles

the array data structure and visualization of results.

4.3.1 k-Nearest Neighbors

KNN classifies a given test instance with the labels of k closest training data points in

the feature space. Therefore there is no training process for the KNN algorithm. The

Minkowski metric is used for distance calculation, which could be thought as a generalized

version of Euclidean distance to higher dimensions. There is an option of using the inverse

of distance to weight the votes from the neighbors, which will result in the closer points

to be more influential than the further points; if this is not enabled, all of the k nearest

neighbors’ votes will be considered uniformly.

The hyper-parameters and possible values considered for KNN are the following in

this experiment:

• Number of neighbors (K): 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100

• Voting weights: uniform, distance

KNN could inherently handle multi-class problem, since the testing point would just

be classified as the class that scored the highest votes.
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4.3.2 Logistic Regression

LR is a binary classification algorithm suitable for handling linear-separable classes. The

result of LR could be interpreted as probability, which is the only candidate algorithm

in this experiment that have this special property. In this experiment, LR is optimized

using Newton conjugate gradient (Newton-CG) algorithm [72]. Similar to SVM, it has a

parameter (C) that controls the regularization strength of the estimation.

The hyper-parameter and possible values considered for LR are the following in this

experiment:

• Inverse of regularization strength (C): 2−5, 2−4, 2−3, ..., 24, 25

Multi-class logistic regression is implemented with the one-versus-rest (“OVR”) strat-

egy, which trains a classifier for each class while considering all the rest of classes as

negatives. The final labeling is obtained by finding the class assignment that results in

highest probability

4.3.3 Support Vector Machines

SVM with Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel has been a popular binary clas-

sification algorithm [37]. The original SVM algorithm proposed by Vapnik seeks a linear

hyper-plane that separates two classes of data with maximum margin [36]. Because it

is not always to separate the training samples perfectly, a “soft-margin” is more often

implemented by minimizing the hinge loss function, which assigns a penalization (with

a hyper-parameter “C”) for misclassified training samples. Another necessary trick for

most SVM application is transforming the original samples via a non-linear kernel, which

could prepare the original samples to become more linear-separable. We apply the pop-

ular RBF kernel in this experiment, which only has one hyper-parameter (“gamma”)

controlling the influence of each training sample. It is very important to search over a

range of possible hyper-parameters to determine the optimum setup [38].

The hyper-parameter and possible values for SVM considered in this experiment are

the following [24]:
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• Influence of each training sample (gamma): 2−5, 2−4, 2−3, ..., 24, 25

• Cost of misclassifying samples (C): 2−5, 2−4, 2−3, ..., 24, 25

To apply SVM on multi-class problems, a group of models are built with the OVR

strategy, which is the same strategy applied for LR. The final labeling is predicted based

on finding which class assignment would grant the largest overall margin across models.

4.3.4 Ensemble of Decision Trees

Decision trees are another family of supervised machine learning algorithm that could

handle classification tasks. In this experiment, the CART algorithm [41] is employed for

the weak classifiers in the ensemble methods. The maximum depth of the base decision

trees is 3 layers. The problem with directly applying decision trees is that it tends to

overfit the training samples a lot, therefore it is usually applied as the base estimator

(or weak classifier) in an ensemble method. There are two main strategies of build-

ing ensemble of decision trees, namely boosting or bootstrap aggregation (“bagging”).

This experiment employed the AdaBoost and Random Forest algorithms for each of the

ensemble strategies. Both of them could consider the number of base estimators as a

hyper-parameter.

The hyper-parameter and possible values considered for AdaBoost are the following

in this experiment:

• Number of estimators: 5, 10, 100, 500, 1000

The hyper-parameter and possible values considered for Random Forest are the fol-

lowing in this experiment:

• Number of estimators: 5, 10, 50

Both AdaBoost and Random Forest could innately handle muli-class classification,

since the classes could be simply encoded as the leaf nodes.
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4.4 Evaluation Procedure

As depicted in Figure 4.1 at the beginning of this chapter, simulation experiment with

machine learning approaches often requires artificially splitting up all available data into

non-overlapping subsets for training and testing. This is necessary for avoiding training

a predictive model and evaluating its performance on the same data, as it would lead to

over-optimistic result [43]. It is widely acknowledged that how the training and testing

set are split apart could impact the result significantly, and this section is dedicated to

describe the different methods employed in the current experiment.

4.4.1 Place in the Whole Machine Learning Workflow

Evaluations are performed for two purposes: model selection (for parameter tuning) and

performance evaluation (for getting final results). As illustrated in Figure 4.6, model

selection is conducted by trying different hyper-parameters and choosing the combination

that led to best evaluation score; then, the selected model is tested with new, unseen

data to indicate how well the trained model generalize under realistic conditions. Note

that in the current setup (Figure 4.6), after the optimum hyper-parameters are chosen,

the classification model will be refitted with all data considered “available” for model

development, which include both the training and evaluation during model selection. In

order to obtain robust and unbiased evaluation of the best trained model, two different

subsets of data should be used for evaluation at each level: the subset used for model

selection is referred as “validation” set while the one used for the final performance

evaluation is referred as “testing” set. This is the nested CV setup recommended by

[73]. Conversely, in a non-nested CV setup, one would simply take the score of the best

performing model during the model selection process as the final performance score, which

would lead to over-optimistic result since the testing data was not truly independent of

the data used for developing the model [73].
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of a common workflow for developing and evaluating predictive
models with machine learning approaches. Blue boxes indicate steps steps involving
training, while yellow boxes denote evaluation steps.
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4.4.2 Cross Validation

Because amount of data is limited in any traditional machine learning simulation, a

technique called cross validation (CV) is widely applied to repeat the evaluation multiple

times with different training/testing splitting. This would allow the final result to be

more comprehensive and unbiased, since it lowered the possibility of obtaining unrealistic

result by chance (e.g. when one particular training/testing split provide over-optimistic

or over-pessimistic result). CV could be applied with a number of ways, amongst which

the k-fold and leave-one-out methods are the most common ones. The current experiment

employed 5-fold CV. With this method, the whole dataset is partitioned into 5 folds, and

in each iteration one of the folds would be taken as the testing set while the rest would

be used to train the model. The evaluation will be repeated 5 times, thus all of the

samples will join in the testing set once (and only once), which ensured an even and

exhaustive coverage. The average score across all iterations become the final evaluation

result. This experiment applied 5-fold CV in both model selection and evaluation. A

trick called stratification is applied to control the number of instances from each class is

always balanced in each fold.

4.4.3 Dataset Partitioning Methods

Another part of the evaluation procedure implementation is determined how the dataset

is split into training and testing sets in each CV iteration. Comparing to choosing a

CV method amongst all the properly named candidates (e.g. k-Fold, leave-one-out),

this part of the story is less attended and sometimes even neglected. Many studies in

this field applied random drawing, while some more recent studies became aware of the

innate dependency of the input instances to the classification algorithms (see the survey

in Table 2.3). In this experiment, three data partitioning schemes (illustrated in Figure

4.7) are applied in order to investigate the difference they could make.

In the original k-fold CV, the data samples are required to be independent and iden-

tically distributed (i.i.d.) [43]. Although this property is seldom explicitly proved, it

is often sensible to make this assumption based on the characteristics of datasets. For
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of data partitioning methods applied in CV iterations.

example, many of the image datasets should be valid for k-fold CV, since the samples are

independently generated and their features are dominated by the underlying conditions

(e.g. face or non-face images in a face detection dataset). When the same class instances

are grouped together, shuffling could be applied to create an effect similar to randomly

drawing samples from each class. Although this approach was adopted in several studies

(e.g. [24]), it is concerned whether or not the i.i.d. assumption would hold in these cases.

Two kinds of dependencies might exist in datasets studied for predicting driver cognitive

load. First of all, the instances neighboring in time could be correlated. This is going

to happen especially if an overlapping window is applied for extracting the meta-data.

Secondly, the subject from which the instances were generated could also have significant

influence.

A method to address the dependencies is to group the data instances based on its

membership. In this experiment, the membership could be which drive or subject the

data instances were generated from. Figure 4.7 provides illustrations and comparisons

between data partitioning schemes with no grouping, time-based grouping and subject-

based grouping. As the name suggested, time-based grouping divide the instances gener-
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ated in the same time period (e.g. a single drive) into 5 consecutive folds. On the other

hand, subject-based grouping always keeps data from a single subject in one fold. From

a practical point of view, splitting data without any grouping does not correspond to any

realistic situation, while the two grouped-partitioning schemes were inspired by applica-

tion scenario. Time-based grouping could be thought as using previously collected data

from certain user groups to pre-train a predictive model, and then applying the model

onto new data generated from the same group of users. Subject-based grouping corre-

sponds to a scenario where the model is developed using data from training participants,

and then deployed to handle new, unseen users.

4.4.4 Evaluation Metrics

In the literatures, the most common metric used evaluating classifying of driver cognitive

state is the accuracy (ACC) [31, 24, 26]. It is the fraction of correctly predicted test

samples of any classes. Let ŷ denote the predicted classes and y denote the true classes,

accuracy is calculated as:

ACC(ŷ, y) =
1

nsamples

nsamples−1∑
i=0

[ŷi = yi],

where square bracket “[.]” represents the indicator function.

A shortcoming of ACC is that it considers all classes to be equally important. Since

this experiment is developing towards a driver monitoring system for improving safety

and comfort, failing to detect the presence of high cognitive load leads to more dangerous

cases. On the other hand, frequent false alarms could annoy users, but would not result in

severe harm. Trade-off between these two kinds of failures is common to many detection

problems. They are often evaluated using a pair of metrics in binary classification: recall

and precision. Recall measures how many of the truly overloaded samples are correctly

classified, while precision measures how many samples classified as higher cognitive load

are indeed the case.
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recall =
Number of True Positives

Number of Condition Positives
(4.5)

precision =
Number of True Positives

Number of Predicted Positives
(4.6)

However, training of machine learning model often requires a metric to give a single

numerical quantity. For this, precision and recall could be combined by getting the

harmonic mean of them:

F1 =
2

1
precision

+ 1
recall

(4.7)

= 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

(4.8)

This measurement is known as the F-score. Traditionally, the weight of two averaged

values are balanced, but it is also possible to generalize to a weighted version with:

Fβ =
1 + β2

1
precision

+ β2

recall

(4.9)

= (1 + β2) · precision · recall
β2 · precision+ recall

(4.10)

Here, β is the weight of recall, which should be a non-negative value. Because miss

detecting high cognitive load situations could result in more severe consequences than

false alarms, the β is set to 2 for the current study. In other words, the F2-score is

employed as an additional evaluation metrics for the cognitive load prediction module.

For multi-class classification, the F2-score could be computed for each class and aver-

aged across classes. Similar process could be done for precision and recall values. This is

referred as the macro-averaging method in [74], which is a method that treats all classes

equally. This is valid for the current experiment since the classes are balanced.
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Table 4.2: Performance Evaluation for Binary Classification

No Grouping Time-based Grouping Subject-based Grouping

ACC P R F2 ACC P R F2 ACC P R F2

KNN .813 .803 .829 .824 .665 .661 .675 .671 .594 .593 .576 .575

LR .66 .66 .661 .661 .658 .664 .662 .661 .637 .63 .653 .644

SVM .743 .76 .711 .72 .68 .692 .652 .659 .614 .631 .552 .562

AdaBoost .783 .789 .774 .777 .703 .708 .688 .692 .631 .65 .586 .591

RF .718 .727 .699 .704 .703 .714 .681 .687 .651 .666 .627 .629

Guess .498 .498 .502 .501 .488 .488 .492 .491 .503 .503 .507 .506

Note: ACC = accuracy, P = precision, R = recall, F2 = F2-score. RF = Random Forest.

4.5 Results on Binary Classes

This section presents the evaluation results of the proposed system (with various classi-

fication algorithm candidates) when applied to classify between high and low cognitive

load levels (as defined in Equation 4.1). For the current section, the data of medium cog-

nitive load is neglected (results of classification between all three classes will be presented

and discussed in the next section.). The reason for only studying only two classes from

the dataset is that this formulation is more comparable to previous studies (reviewed in

Section 2.2), in which the classification was always between binary classes. Furthermore,

this simpler setup makes it more straightforward for discussing the problems encountered

when applying existing machine learning algorithm and pipeline, as many considerations

necessary for multi-class cases would not arise yet.

To evaluate and compare the performance of each classification algorithms, Table

4.2 reports the test ACC, precision, recall and F2-score obtained with three evaluation

procedures described in Section 4.4. The highest values under each grouping methods

are noted in bold. Although these metrics are quite different, they lead to very con-

sistent comparison results for the current experiment. Further, Figure 4.8 is created to

graphically display the ACC obtained under different evaluation methods.
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Figure 4.8: Classification accuracies with different CV grouping methods on binary-class
data.

4.5.1 Differences Introduced by Evaluation Methods

As explained in Subsection 4.4.3, proper splitting of training/testing set might require

some considerations when there exists prominent memberships amongst the dataset.

Therefore, we performed evaluation using three data grouping methods (previously il-

lustrated in Figure 4.7): no-grouping, time-based grouping, and subject-based grouping.

As reflected in Figure 4.8, there is a significant drop in the classification performance

when the grouping unit becomes larger. This result strongly speculates evaluation re-

sults obtained on time-series-like inputs without grouping could be over-optimistic.

The low performance scores obtained with subject-based grouping revealed that this

is indeed the most challenging case, which corresponds to testing the system with data

from new users that the model had no prior knowledge of. Although it would be ideal for

a practical system to be capable of performing well under this condition, the differences

between individuals’ behavioral habits deemed this to be a very ambitious goal. Clearly,

the drop of performance score when moving into this setup indicates that individual

differences is still very prominent albeit the simple subject-level standardization included

in the proposed system (described in Subsection 4.2.2). In general, it might not be
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feasible to rely solely on the classification algorithms to handle the heterogeneousness

within input data, though some processes (e.g. standardization) and algorithms might

be able to help. A more promising direction would be investing in composing classification

instances, such as considering more meta-features or fusing higher number of inputs with

dimension reduction techniques (e.g. principal component analysis). Other alternative

solutions could involve changing the system pipeline by adding procedures like clustering

subjects by behavioral characteristics and then develop the prediction model separately

for each types of subjects.

The time-based grouping resulted in intermediate performance scores, which was ex-

pected as it was considered to present an medium difficulty. It could be thought as

representing an application scenario where the testing instances are new observations

from the same group of subjects used for training; but it is not as harsh as subject-based

grouping since the model could gain some knowledge of the users’ individual charac-

teristic during training. As the two grouped-CV represents more realistic application

scenarios, results obtained under these setups should receive more recognition.

4.5.2 Algorithm Comparison

Judging from the scores, the simpler algorithms, KNN and LR, are clearly incompetent in

handling classifying the current dataset under grouped-CV evaluations. However, their

disadvantages are quite distinct. As shown in Table 4.2, KNN actually achieves the

highest score (81.3% ACC) under no-grouping CV. The hyper-parameter selection for

this condition is K = 1, meaning only one neighbor is sufficient for estimation. This was

also reported in another study [30]. The surprisingly good evaluation score is most likely

due to the high auto-correlation within the classification instances. As the instances were

extracted from overlapping windows, the consecutive ones in time would have similar (or

even identical) feature values. Thus, a testing instance could just be classified correctly

since the votes were from its consecutive instances that got into the training set. To

support this argument, the drop of performance score when grouped-CV was used is also

the severest for KNN. The auto-correlation resulted from time-series data could be the

reason all algorithms achieved the highest score when evaluated with no-grouping CV,
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though the degree of this unfair benefit differs. As KNN is not a “smart” classification

algorithm, it is very sensitive to this bias. Therefore, if KNN “outperformed” other more

advanced classification methods on difficult problems, it might be worth investigating if

the evaluation was done improperly and information were leaked between training and

testing sets.

LR was already found inferior to SVM in another study for estimating driver cognitive

load [24]. The disadvantage is attributed to LR’s incapability of handling non-linear data.

However, the drop of performance score under grouped-CV is least significant for LR.

This could also because LR was a linear classifier, and this strict condition limited its

flexibility and tendency of overfitting the training set. Thus, contradictory to KNN, LR

took the least of unfair advantage from the correlation between training and testing data.

Now we focus the discussion on the other three more complicated algorithms, which

achieved more promising results under grouped-CV evaluations. Both of the ensemble

methods outperformed SVM in the current experiment: they achieved the best perfor-

mance with 70.3% ACC under time-based grouping, while Random Forest scored the

highest ACC (63.9%) under subject-based grouping. The overall differences between the

performance scores for these two ensemble methods are quite small. However, AdaBoost

might have a tendency of overfitting, reflected by the high scores obtained when evalu-

ation is performed with no grouping. On the other hand, Random Forest’s robustness

against overfitting (as claimed in [75]) is demonstrated in our results, since the perfor-

mance decline is smaller.

4.6 Results on Ternary Classes

The same machine learning pipeline is applied to classify instances with all three class

labels (low, medium and high cognitive load). For the binary classification algorithms

(LR and SVM), the multi-class problem is handled with one-versus-rest strategy. The

evaluation metrics, test ACC, precision, recall and F2-score are reported in Table 4.3;

again, these are reported using all of the three data partitioning methods described in

Section 4.4. Figure 4.9 is created to graphically display the ACC obtained under different
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Table 4.3: Performance Evaluation for 3-Class Classification

No Grouping Time-based Grouping Subject-based Grouping

ACC P R F2 ACC P R F2 ACC P R F2

KNN .678 .678 .678 .678 .463 .463 .463 .463 .376 .376 .376 .375

LR .432 .41 .432 .42 .423 .403 .423 .412 .408 .39 .408 .393

SVM .57 .573 .57 .569 .48 .48 .48 .478 .395 .393 .395 .39

AdaBoost .599 .598 .599 .598 .496 .493 .496 .494 .409 .406 .409 .406

RF .519 .516 .519 .514 .474 .468 .474 .465 .418 .406 .418 .41

Guess .341 .341 .341 .341 .337 .337 .337 .337 .334 .334 .334 .334

Note: ACC = accuracy, P = precision, R = recall, F2 = F2-score. RF = Random Forest.

evaluation methods.

For ternary classes, ACC achieved by random guess would be close to 1
3
. Thus, all

of the classifiers achieved better-than-guess performance, though they are not able to

correctly predict for cognitive load levels on large portion of testing data. The results

confirmed that the proposed meta-features do carry useful predictive power for driver

cognitive load estimation; however, identifying which one of the three cognitive load

levels solely based on the visual attention meta-features might be inadequate.

The same declining tendency introduced by making the evaluation procedures more

realistic remains very evident in the ternary class case. KNN again exhibits a strong

sensitivity for dataset bias as it tops evaluation scores when the CV is conducted with

no grouping. LR is still the most robust algorithm against this problem, followed by

Random Forest; however, the latter could achieve much more promising performance

with the strength of more complicated models. AdaBoost achieves best scores under time-

based grouping with 49.6% ACC, while Random Forest is the best performing algorithm

under subject-based grouping. Overall, the ensemble methods are still found to be more

superior than SVM for classification between ternary cases.

4.6.1 Metrics for Multi-Class Problems

Precision, recall and F2-score differs substantially from ACC when there is a unique pos-

itive class, which exists naturally for binary class problems (see Table 4.2). Interestingly,
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Figure 4.9: Classification accuracies with different CV grouping methods with ternary-
class data.

as shown in Table 4.3, these metrics appear to report very similar values for a given

algorithm and evaluation condition. Note that the reported values are rounded and thus

the actual values are not as identical as it appears in this table. The similarity might be

caused by the macro-averaging method applied for obtaining binary metrics (precision,

recall and Fβ-score) for multi-class classification, which was explained in 4.4.4. When all

of the classes get a chance to be considered as the positive case, the specialness of the

positive case is washed out. Similarly, the reasoning for assigning the β value in Fβ-score

also no longer holds after macro-average.

The repetition observed in the current results suggests that adapting methodologies

suitable for binary classification into multi-class problems might need further research

and considerations. On the other hand, this reveals some advantage of the popular

ACC metric, which could be a satisfying metric when class balancing was considered and

handled. This is also the reason why evaluations and discussions are primarily conducted

with ACC in this chapter.
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4.6.2 Difficulties with Ternary Classes

Difficulties of predicting the correct label after adding the medium cognitive load data

could be intuitively understood. By introducing an intermediate level, it not only adds

another erroneous candidate, but also requires the model to be more discriminative as

the margin between each level would probably become smaller. For example, consider an

high cognitive load instance, the current binary classification results (Section 4.5) already

suggested that the chance of mis-classifying it as low cognitive load is not very slim. If

we assume this instance was classified correctly in the binary case, there would still be a

very high chance that the 3-class classifier might confuse it with the medium load case.

That been said, dealing with ordered classes (e.g. low, medium, high) should be

treated differently than categorical classes (e.g. car, human, cat); however, the ordi-

nary nature of target classes is not exploited in this experiment. Furthermore, current

evaluation metrics would penalize mis-classifying an high-load instance into low-load or

medium-load equally, which might not be the most helpful feedback for model develop-

ment either.

An alternative way of utilizing dataset with multi-class labels is to translate several

classes into positive or negative cases and then conduct binary classification, which is an

approach taken by several recent studies [25, 30]. This would help avoiding issues and

difficulties with multi-class classifications, but still maintaining a promising usefulness if

the system could reliably distinguish between normal and abnormal conditions. Another

benefit of forming binary classes based on higher-granularity labels is that the division

could be better justified. This was discussed quite extensively in [25], where unsupervised

clustering was performed to identify binary classification targets.

With the 3-class labels in this experiment, a possible alternative setup could be train-

ing classifiers to distinguish between the high-load cases with the rest, which would satisfy

the need of detecting cognitive overload situations. Furthermore, with addition of an-

other classifier separating the high-load, medium-load cases with the low-load case, the

combined system could achieve better granularity desirable for more precise monitor-

ing. However, the training and evaluating process for developing these two models might
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involve less confusion and challenge.

4.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter proposed and evaluated a driver cognitive load estimation system developed

with the eDREAM dataset. The system has two major components: the feature extrac-

tion module designed based on prior knowledge, and the estimation module trained with

supervised machine learning algorithms.

The fundamental idea of our proposed system is to exploit the decrease and nar-

rowing of drivers’ visual attention when imposed with higher cognitive load, which was

consistently observed in many previous human factor studies. However, the problem

remains for finding effective feature descriptors to abstract these observations into pre-

dictive, quantitative measurements. XEC DUR and XEC CNT are designed to capture the

proportion and frequency of cases where subjects’ eyes are mostly closed, which is an

indication for loss of visual attention. Parallel to these two meta-features, XGD DUR and

XGD CNT are employed to describe gaze-off-center actions, which is theorized to decrease

when the limited mental resources are occupied with high cognitive demands. These

two tendencies are confirmed by plotting the data distribution using box-plots (Figure

4.5). In addition, in order to alleviate the problem of individual differences, data samples

are standardized with reference medium and IQR computed from three 50-second data

segments near the start of each drive.

The introduced meta-features are concatenated into input instances for classification

models. Five existing machine learning algorithms are explored: KNN, LR, SVM, Ad-

aBoost and Random Forest. Since these algorithms were already implemented in software

toolboxes, they could be applied quite conveniently. However, some issues specific to the

application condition might be overlooked, such as dependencies (or memberships) that

exist in the features generated from time-series data. Both binary classification and

ternary classification results (Figure 4.8 and 4.9) prove that with time-correlated inputs,

simply evaluating model performance with no-grouping 5-fold CV would lead to over-

optimistic scores. This is further supported by seeing that 1NN outperforms all the other
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“smarter” algorithms, as this is most likely achieved by exploiting the correlation between

training and testing instances.

On the other hand, time-based and subject-based grouping constraints the corre-

lated instances to fall together into either training or testing set in each CV iterations.

They could correspond to realistic situations for evaluating the model performance af-

ter deployment. Thus, results obtained with grouped-CV are more valid and robust.

For both binary and ternary classifications, all classifications achieved better than guess

performance with grouped-CV, demonstrating the predictive power within the proposed

features. However, even with the more promising algorithms (AdaBoost and Random

Forest), there is still large room for improvement (< 70% for binary cases, and < 50%

for ternary cases). This reflects that relying solely on the four meta-feature might not

be sufficient to handle the challenging problem of predicting driver cognitive load.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

As the level of vehicle automation increases nowadays, the necessity for human interven-

tion will likely remain for high-level, strategic decisions as opposed to low-level operations.

Thus, this research is developing towards a practical driver monitoring system to detect

high cognitive loads.

The exact definition of driver’s cognitive load and its importance in ensuring a safe

and comfortable driving experience were introduced in Chapter 1, where the reasoning

for adopting visual inputs for performing estimation was also explained. Then, Chapter 2

provided an extensive review of research studies contributing towards a video-based driver

monitoring system for detecting high cognitive load. Gaze concentration and increased

blink rate were found to be the reliable patterns associated with increased cognitive

load during driving, which led to the choice of meta-features in our proposed system.

Chapter 3 reported The data collection setup, process, and results with emphasis on

how the experiment was designed to isolate cognitive load variations within participants.

The resulted dataset was employed for developing the proposed driver cognitive load

monitoring system, as presented in Chapter 4. Two key components of the proposed

system (feature extraction and training prediction model) were described separately,

with implementation details. The overall system performance is evaluated with three

different grouping setups concerning time and subject correlations within the dataset.

The ensuing discussion based on the obtained results investigated application of machine

learning methods and compared the classification algorithms.
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5.1 Conclusions and Summary of Contributions

Estimation of a person’s internal cognitive load based on external observations is already

a very complicated task, and objectives such as practicality, subject-independence and

real-time capability add further difficulties. Another level of complication is introduced

when the subject is multitasking instead of concentrating solely on handling the cognitive

task. The problem of estimating cognitive load during driving falls under this challenging

case. This thesis completes and investigates necessary foundational tasks towards this

final goal.

In the first stage of this research, the objective was to gather data that could represent

the targeted problem effectively. The uncertainty of eliciting high cognitive load posed

major difficulties on this task. When collecting the eDREAM dataset, we employed the

widely-used n-back task to model driver cognitive states, where the load factor (“n”)

controls the number of items participants needed to organize mentally. The task was

applied to model three differing cognitive load levels: no-task, 1-back task and 2-back

task were presented in separate drives, corresponding to three levels of cognitive load

(low, medium and high). Since the data collection experiment was conducted on a

driving simulator, the other environmental and driving conditions could be cautiously

controlled to ensure the collected responses were only impacted by the change of cognitive

load. However, an issue with the well-controlled experiment environment (as compared

to naturalistic setup) was that it could lead to unwanted conditions such as boredom,

sleepiness or stress. This was discovered and addressed with pilot testing before the

formal data collection campaign started.

In addition to the eye-tracking data exploited in this thesis, this dataset also encom-

passes seven other measurements, including signals from physiological, vehicle and visual

sensors, as well as subjective evaluations of perceived workload. With the self-evaluation

and physiological measures (ECG and GSR) that could directly measure person work-

load level, their values could be an indication of the effectiveness of our experimental

design on increasing participants’ cognitive load. To our knowledge, this was also the

first dataset that encompasses all these eight modalities together, which could enable
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many new approaches (e.g. data fusion, or relating different modalities) for analyzing

driver cognitive load.

Though high number of parallel signals is very advantageous and valuable, collecting

them jointly complicated the process considerably, and raised many practical difficulties

(such as synchronization). This data collection process consumed a significant amount

of time and energy to recruit participants, complete the initial collection, and clean the

dataset. The resulted eDREAM dataset is organized and available through the dataset’s

website [76]. This dataset opens up many research opportunities that could advance the

state-of-arts of driver cognitive load monitoring.

This thesis explored the feasibility of predicting driver cognitive load based on the

eye-tracking data, which is one of the modality from this dataset. Transformation, inter-

pretation, and summarization (over sliding-windows) were performed to refine the raw

data into more informative meta-features. Two types of incidents are focused: 1) ex-

tensive eye closures (e.g. blinks) that indicate loss of attention to the visual aspects,

and 2) deviation of gaze from the central region that suggests adequate attention is still

available for maintaining awareness of the driving environment. Proportion and fre-

quency of these two events within a 10-second time window were computed, providing us

four meta-features for capturing intensity and directional variations of subject’s visual

attention. The thresholds to detect the occurrence of two focused incidents could be

determined using reference data collected near the start of each drive, alleviating the

individual differences that hinder the meta-features’ usefulness. Although similar back-

ground knowledge (loss of visual attention with higher cognitive load) was exploited in

many previous systems, the proposed meta-features in this thesis are designed to be easy

to extract under varying physical collection setups. Notably, they could be measured

using computer vision algorithms with videos captured by ordinary, non-frontal cameras,

which is easy to collect and more practical for real-world application than traditional

eye-trackers.

Next, we explored five machine learning algorithms (KNN, LR, SVM, AdaBoost and

Random Forest). Though available machine learning toolboxes aided greatly for applying

the algorithms, the adaptation of the general machine learning workflow (Figure 4.6) to
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the specific research problem and data characteristics required in-depth considerations.

We examined and showed that the evaluation results were impacted substantially by the

methods of data grouping applied during CV. Without grouping, k-Fold CV’s prerequisite

(the i.i.d. assumption) would be violated with data like the meta-features proposed in

this research [43]. This situation is common to many fields, especially the ones that

analyze sequential data collected from different subject. For example, Leave-One-Trial-

Out CV was recommended for functional MRI studies due to the correlation between

frames from the same trial [77]. However, in the current domain, there lacked discussions

on this important matter and diverse CV partitioning methods were applied. Our analysis

suggested splitting correlated data randomly into training/testing sets would lead to over-

optimistic conclusions, and therefore time-based grouping and subject-based grouping

that carried more practical significance are preferred in evaluating future estimation

models.

On the other hand, our experiment also revealed that using binary classification

metrics (e.g. recall and precision) with macro-averaging to obtain evaluation scores for

multi-class problems might need further adjustment. These metrics were observed to

result in almost identical values, possibly because all classes received a chance to be

considered as the “positive” case. The accuracy metric, on the other hand, does not

have this problem and is easy to interpret. With all the above considerations, the final

evaluation results proved the usefulness of our proposed visual attention meta-features for

estimating driver cognitive load. Amongst the five classification algorithms we examined,

the ensemble methods (AdaBoost and Random Forest) are found to perform better under

the proposed classification pipeline.

Overall, this thesis answers some primary questions towards developing a practical

driver monitoring system targeting cognitive load estimations. With contributions of a

comprehensive dataset and discussions on proper evaluation formulation, we provide a

common foundation for future research to explore and compare a lot more features and

algorithms.
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5.2 Future Works

5.2.1 Improvements of the Proposed System

Several technical aspects should be explored for enhancing the proposed solution for

monitoring driver cognitive load:

• Adding Features. As mentioned when discussing classification results (Section

4.5), classifiers could not perform well if the input instances do not carry enough

discriminative power, or the information might be masked by other conditions like

individual differences. Since only four meta-features are exploited, the enclosed

information could be limited and insufficient. More features should be explored

(possibly with better data fusion strategies) to improve the accuracy, robustness,

and availability of the driver monitoring system. These features could be generated

from other signal modalities available from the eDREAM dataset, such as vehicle

measurements or EEG signals.

• Enhancing Preprocessing. Problems such as noises or outliers were handled very

crudely or even overlooked in this experiment. More sophisticated preprocessing

with signal processing and statistical techniques should be explored. For example,

when the raw signal is very unstable with a lot of rapid jumps, smoothing might

be applied to remove the noises. Cleaned data would be especially advantageous

for supervised machine learning since confusing instances could heavily impede the

training process. Refinement like this should be conducted with a good under-

standing of the signal collection conditions and apparatus to avoid removing useful

information or introducing biases.

• Exploiting Time Variations. This thesis considered a simple machine learning

pipeline that treats each input instances isolated away from the other ones. The

temporal variations of the raw measurements were extracted with summarization

functions over sliding-windows, which is a basic, primal approach. There exist alter-

native strategies (such as time-series analysis) that are capable of directly analyze

the data before this summarization step, and might provide better performance in
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our problem. Algorithms like Recursive Neural Network or Dynamic Bayesian Net-

work models the temporal relationships and were found to perform well in driver

monitoring domains [64, 29].

• Model Tuning. Most machine learning algorithms have hyper-parameters that

could be tuned to achieve better results. Currently, this model selection process is

performed by exhaustively trying all possible options on the parameter grid, which

is very inefficient and has a considerable risk of missing the optimum settings. More

intelligent strategies such as Bayesian optimization [78] could be applied to search

for the ideal setting with better efficiency.

5.2.2 General Future Work

This thesis also suggests for exploring some more general grounds:

• Identification of Risks. Evaluation of a system’s performance should be asso-

ciated with practical risks. In the current problem, missing high cognitive load

could put a driver into dangerous conditions, but the opposite condition might not

result in severe consequences. On the other hand, in reality, most of the driving

time should be evaluated as normal (meaning the classes would be unbalanced),

which requires the detection of high cognitive load cases to have good precision.

Further investigation should be performed to formulate the trade-off, which would

determine how the successfulness of a proposed solution should be evaluated. Al-

ternatively, algorithms outputting probabilistic results could be employed since the

threshold for generating a positive case could be adapted based on the desired

application.

• Targeting State Variations. The data collection process focused on obtaining

genuine, spontaneous responses from real participants. However, a fundamental

problem common to many similar datasets (featuring human responses) is that the

labeling of data is usually quite inflexible. For example, a whole trail of data would

be labeled together according to the presented condition, while in reality, a person’s
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mental state could vary within a second. The labels obtained this way could still

be considered as valid approximations of the overall situation. However, on the

other hand, this methodology prevents studies to detect the onset and variation of

the targeted problems (e.g. when the subject transformed from low cognitive load

into high cognitive load). Intuitively, these conditions might be advantageous and

easier to detect for practical applications. When collecting the eDREAM dataset,

we observed participants might change into a more nervous facial expression or

body gesture when the n-back tasks started; however, this was less obvious to spot

without comparison to their natural, relaxed states. Unfortunately, the addition

of cognitive load happened quite sparingly with the current experimental design

(only two instances per subject per condition), obscuring application of data min-

ing approaches. Therefore, generating more samples of the onset cases could be

considered as an objective in future data collection.

• Application on Naturalistic Data. Solutions developed with in-laboratory

dataset could be extended and tested on more general scenarios (e.g. [79]). The

most common modalities available in large-scale naturalistic datasets are collected

with non-contact sensors like camera or vehicle CAN-bus. Therefore, focusing

analysis of these more practical modalities could open up the opportunity of em-

ploying a massive amount of data. For example, computer vision algorithms that

are becoming more powerful and robust nowadays could aid adapting extraction of

the proposed meta-feature with raw visual inputs captured from low-quality, non-

frontal cameras. Then, the performance of the system could be benefit from mining

larger amount of realistic data.
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